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Latest Census
count protects
Kentucky's
political clout

United Way
receives its
largest gift
to date

Bo IMOD WWI
Associated Prose
FRANICPORT. Ky. (AP) —
Keutucky's population pew
7.4 permit over the past
decade, protecting the stMe's
six congressiosal seats. the
U.S. Census &mean reported
on Tueeday.
The WINN Oi ltemsuckises
increased Ono 6.041.769 to
4.339.367 lionvoia 2001) mid
2010.
The ance-a-decade coma will
be toed teappoillea the 433
U.S. Howe seats among the SO
maim The last time Kmiecky
lost a compessimid met ass
after MI unfavorable IWO
Census caw.That induced the
stale's cows/cesium! districts
from levee to the MEMO six.
Rut eves without the loss ofa
congrestiouid district. population deb within Keisteety will
Likely require niconfipwatioe
of houndery lines.
Secretary of State lley
Grays= said popish=
declines in mai COMOMMOM
in cement and sweaters
Kentucky have pet eliffillij
coepessional districts out of
balance.
ll have to wake some
ratethesees.- Ile
In ICaniecky, mate lawmakers
ore chareed with nothing those

Chuck and Sarah Jones
make individual pledge
to help agency's mission

The

Sipsolat to Or Wow

United Way of MurrayCalloway County has announced
•
Chuck and Sarah Jones have
pledged the largest individual donation
ever given to the organization since its
formation. This donation will allow the
organization to continue funding important programs that have a direct impact on
the community. The sustaining gift from
the Chuck and Sails Jones Foundation
reflects a commitment by the couple to
the citizens of Murray and Calloway
County.
'The United Way has been looking for a
champion
aid Chuck and Sarah Imes
110111110/18 TEAGUE laidpr & Taws
Plokaad.ITOM 11111. we UMW V‘lay Preoldont Uric*Pawn.Chuck Anon,
have
stepped
up in a major way and given
UMW WA*Erna"
,
Moder NW
elinglon. Sarah

Jonas. ws0 Aaron Dat UMW IMO *actor of momsdo,
***111•111-

WINNISM
illks-of-wo, for the company so begin
OMR IIMW
consanactios of a new fibs-optic network
Calloway County Plead Court has that
brims htroedbend Internet to more
41.1111140.0140011101040014tARISPIPOorillawagrooaasok aktmoglioulsomelpoosso.
Higheray
stews
ia ' counivenications companies Involving
Malin OK mpesaitatisse from the
issitrekyllt 12 trellsiamost
oonatructits, eiqtensicii i issinessmos of wormy. sold magimrates that WKT has
amuse* boos pammliara
high-speed Internet, cable televiseon or received $62 million in federal stimulus
nsadways %We=
telephone services in die county.
dollars to expand Internet services. Cliff
moo* and *ill
During a meeting of magistrates Tuesday said the work has to be completed by
doosebThilidb7 ohommoo.
night at the Solloway County Judicid September 2013. Cliff said broedband
acamodkre to Kaab 11)114,
Cr. the coat unanimously exteuded Internet services am more wideepread
polac illiMMINIMS allow
one-year agreements to both Idediecont Southeast Asia nod other areas then they
&Wacky
kr • also'
mid NewWave CoMMIMMCSMOMI aumboria- we in rural America and state and federal
Pegattnimit
of
ins franchise rights for the cosies year.
government wants remedy the situation.
inanyesettiest'e District
However the county entered into a new
Judge-Executive Larry Elkins called the
agreement with West Kentucky Rural move a much-needed and welcome service
a Sas Papp 2
Telephone of Mayfield establishing a for county residents.

Vssonse

Ilia Muse
lif Asiesidel rases
Wedassillwr Mostly cloudy,
Wm a high nem 40. Nardi northwest wind betuissn 10 and 13
mph.
tilkidessadwy Night Mostly
atom*. eillh a km around 26.
Noah northeast wind around 10

Or MIMIOise=
Associelnd Press
WASHINGTON (AP) — President
Smack Mona locked up enough Senate
Republican votes Tuesday to ratify a new
anns control treaty with Russia that would
cap anclear warheads for both former Cold
War foes and restart onsin weapons inspections.
Eleven
Republicans
joined Democrats in a 6728 proxy vote to wind up
the debate and hold a final
tally on Wednesday. They
broke ranks with the
Senate's
top
two
Republicans and were
Obese
poised to give Obaina a
bipartisan win on his top
foreign Pike)
. —.
"We know when we've been beaten,"
Republican Sen. Orrin Hatch of Utah told
reporters hours before the vote.
Ratification requires two-thirds of those
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voting in the Senate and Democrats need

•See Page 2

WISER LOUGH / Ledger & Times

011110111r Students in Massy* Nakamura's Japanese classes traveled through Calloway County
High School this week to sing Christmas Carols to various classrooms. The 19 students sang Japanese rendiSons Of'Rudolph the Rod-Nosed Reindeer," "Silent Night" and 'Joy to the World."
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"Feel free to start tight here in Calloway
County," Elkins said.
The motions were approved on first
' 4 "
In other action, the coon approved a
petition to close Lynch Lane,located in the
northwest corner Of the county. Local residents had petitioned the court to take the
action Following an assessment according
to state statues and comments from those
Involved, magistrates decided to remove
the roadway hem county maintenance
authority on the condition local residents
assume responsibility for all upkeep and
provide access to those that may want to

Obama secures
GOP votes for
40

thurainr Ps*annoy.ert•
a high near 40. East wind
bowmen 6and Hi atipk
Thursday Mkplik Mostly
cloudy. nth a law around 30.
Ridley:Snow and West firely,
mainly after noon. Clout*, with
a high noir 40. Chaim ol precipaelion is 70%.
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Fiscal Coati approves communications contracts
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•United Way...
From Front
us an incredible shot in the
arm", stated United Way board
chairman Lance Allison.
The exact amount of the
pledge was not disclosed.
-Fundraising hasn't been
what it used to be due to the
economy, so to have Chuck and
Sarah give so generously really
gives us hope that we are making a game-changing turn in
our fundraising efforts."
According to the Jones' they
want to have an impact on children and youth of Murray and
Calloway County. It is our
intention through this gift and
other gifts that underprivileged
children and youth arc given a
chance to be like all the other
kids in this community," Chuck
Jones said. "I buy in completely to the theory, to whom much
is given much is expected.'"
The United Way has moved
from an organization that funds
budgets to one that funds spe-

One and Two Office in
Reidland.
"Ille updated forecast indicates precipitation is expected to
move into the area on Friday as
snow and/or sleet," he said.
'Motorists should be prepared
to encounter slow-moving
trucks along area highways
through Thursday. Some crews
will be working until after
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three individuals were involved.
On Monday, Bailey arrested
Bradley Cathey. 21, of Murray.
and on Tuesday, he arrested
Dustin Hayes, 25. and Richard
Payne, 34. both of Murray.
All three were charged with
burglary in the third degree and
lodged in the Calloway County
Jail. MN) spokeswoman Sgt.
Tracy Guge said additional
charges were pending.
Individuals facing charges are
presumed innocent until proven
SiditY•

•Nuclear pact...

•Pretreating...
From Front

Kentucky

Three Illurrayans face burglary charges

cific programs. This change to
Shall Newell
the impact model provides
Three people have been
greater accountability of the
charged in connection to a burfunds donated. Changes to how
glary reported last week at
the United Way allocates fundVideo Gold.
ing couldn't have come at a
According to the Murray
better time according to Aaron
Polite Department, officers
Dail, director of Resource
investigated a Video Gold burDevelopment for the organizaglary on Friday. Police detertion,"We will now be able to
mined that individuals forced
directly tie donor dollars to
entry into the building and took
specific and measurable procash and several thousand dolgram outcomes, showing exactlars worth of video games.
ly what their donation impacts.
Detective Sgt. Tom Bantry
By funding programs we can
beam
immensities the Meaty
track our progress in improving
' and was able to damming that
conditions that have been
issues affecting residents in our
area, and as a result, have real
data to show the success of our
efforts. It is a win-win-win for
Fran Pif011t
the community,our agencies
and the United Way."
at least aims Itepebilmen $o
To donate to the United Way
overcome the oppeuitim of
of Murray and Calloway
Minority
Leader
beech
County residents may contact
McConnell of kesiticky aid
the office at(270)753-0317 or
Jon Kyl oiAriacm, dee porty's
visit the office at 607 Poplar
point man on the pact.
Street, Suite F, Murray.
The Mama adatieistration
has made arms coated associations the centerpiece offairies
Its relationship with Rues* sad
The highway aews will be the treaty was critical to may
spraying brine on roadways. rapprochement
Momentum for the accord
The brine dries to leave behind a
earlier in the day
accelerated
fine powder of salt that is actiTuesday — the mama day of
vated in the early hours of a
debate — when Lamar
winter weather event. In edi- Alexamder Thenssese;tbe No.
of
tion to improving safety by 3 Republican in the Senate,
melting precipitation as snow- announced his support
fall starts, pee-treating keeps
The treaty win leave the
snow and ice from bonding to United States -with simegh
road driving swims ankles it nuclear warheads to blow my
easier to plow once snow marts attacker to kingdom come,"
Alexander said ot the Sears
to accumulate,lbdd expleiled.
floor, adding. Tai *twitted
that Americans are safer sad
more secure with the New
START
treaty than without it."
NOTICE
"START'stands for Strategic
• The monthly meeting of
the Murray Electric Board wel Anna Reduction Treaty.
be held Tuesday. Dec. 28, at
Five other Republican sena4 p.m. at the Carroll tors — Lisa Witkowski of
Conference Room loected at Aleska. Jollany leaks= of
205 /4. 4th St
Georgia, Bob Cotter of
iinnessee iad Robert Bateau
• To report a Town CAW
Thad Cochran of
item, e-mail editor
rnur- of MA and
•
Mississippi — said they would
rayledger.corn

Ilsed the .
Want Ads Dally

News in Brief
Bails Med bumpiest palled =dawn wiripay
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)— A double hand transplant recipient
is being delayed in his return to Oklahoma and will spend
Christmas with family in Kentucky.
Jewish Hospital in Louisville says Edmond,Okla.. chiropractor
Rich Edwards underwent surgery on Tuesday to remove dead tissue from his right hand and will stay in Louisville this week.
The hospital says Edwards is expected to go to Paducah on
Friday to spend Christmas with his son, daughter-in-law and two
grandchildren before returning to Louisville. Then if the recovery
goes well, the hospital says Edwards will return to Edmond for the
new year.
Edwards underwent the 17 I/2-hour transplant operation in
August. His hands were left mangled in a 2006 truck fire.
His double hand transplant was the first performed at Jewish
Hospital and the third in the nation.

said sitar the vote.
MIllk Impasse are mink* mho visialsies
CHARLESTON. W.Va.(AP)— Conducting special inspections
Ohms has insisted the treaty
is a netional security imperative to crack down on mines with poor safety records appears to be
that will improve cooperation worting, the federal Mine Safety and Health Administration said
with Ramie,anargement loudly Tuesday
The agency said it issued 250 citations and orders during soechoed by the notion's military
and foreign policy leaders, for- called impact inspections at 22 mines across the country during
mer Presidents George H.W. November. The number of orders and citations decreased from
Bush and Bill Clinton and six 380 issued to 19 mines in October.
-1111SHA's impact inspection program is helping to reduce the
Republican secretaries of state.
In a fresh appeal for ratifica- number of mines that consider egregious violation records a cost
tion. Defame Secretary Robert of doing business," MSHA director Joe Main said.
MSHA begin conducting surprise inspections after 29 West
Coates said Tuesday that the
Winds
miners died in as explosion at Massey Energy Co.'s
treaty would -strength= our
Upper
Big
Branch coal mine April 5. Upper Big Branch is the
leadership role in Nope the
of
proliferatioa
sacker deadliest U.S. coal mine disaster since 1970 and the subject of
wmpons.and provide the awes- criminal and civil investigations.
The impectioss have been carried out more like raids in some
say flexibility to structure our
cases.
with MSHA Nriving after normal working hours and after
strategic wackier forces to best
control of telephones to prevent mine operators from warntaking
meet satiate) security later*
employees
that the agency had arrived.
ems."
DACHA conducted an impact inspection at one Massey mine in
Vice rimiest Joe Bides aid
%at Virginia during November. The agency found few problems
Seemnity of State Hillary
at the compay's Pocahontas Mine. An electrician was run over by
Redeem Melon made a ram a piece of heavy equacement
and killed at the Greenbrier County
visit to its Capitol Tuesday to mine in July.
bobby lawmaliers.
CONINIfYitille foes of the
accord — among them possible
GOP presidential candidates
Mitt Romney,Sarah Pails,Newt
March, which will be too late
Gingrich and Tun Pawlsey — From Front
for the upcoming regular legargue the treaty would markt
adjustments by drafting a bill islative session," Wilkerson
U.S. options on a, missile
outlines the communities to said. "Unless the governor calls
that
defense system to protect
be
included
in each congres- us back into special session, the
America and its allies and lacks
sional
district.
Like ell other earliest we can do it is January
widlicient procedines to verify
bill has to be 2012."
legislation,
the
Russia's adherence.
Kentucky lawmakers didn't
"The administration did not approved by both the House and
negotiate a good treaty. They Senate and then sent to the gov- adjust congressional boundaries
until two years after the 2000
west into the negotiations it ernor for consideration.
PS* the pact.
The question. Grayson said, is census.
-We are on the brink of writ- seem to me with the attitude
Data released by the Comm
die next chapter in the 40- with the Russians just like the whether the legislature will take
special
up
the
session
issue
in
a
Bureau
on Tuesday ranked
guy
who
goes
into
the
car
dealyear history of wreathes with
in
2011
or
wait
for
the
2012
regas the 24th most
Kentucky
says.
'I'm
ership
not
and
leavthreat
of ISOM weepoes."
the
densely populated state, with
Foreign Relations COMillittft ing here until I buy a car:- Kyl ular session.
Brian Wilkerson, spokesman 109.9 people per square mile.
C111111111= John /Cary. D-Mass., said.
for
House Speaker Greg
The data also showed that
That opposition withered in
the face of forceful statements Stutnbo, said the lines won't be Kentucky's six congressmen
represented on average 725,674
from the military establishment adjusted quickly.
"Information that we need will people when the 2010 count was
including Joint Chiefs of Staff
Chairman Mm. Mike Mullen not be ready until probably taken, up from 674,905 in 2000.
who said Monday that the treaty
"enhances our ability to do that
which we in the military have
been charged to do: protect and
meeting for Monday, Jan. 3,
defend the citizens of the United From Front
2011, at the Calloway County
Stases."
visit a cemetery located at the
Courthouse for the coon to go
Munk who postponed his end of the roadway.
over a list of duties that must be
holiday vacation, lobbied hard
In other business the court:
done following the November
for the Senate to complete the
• announced that all county
treaty before January when officials will be sworn into General Election.
• approved the appointment
• Republicans increase their num- office on Tuesday, Dec. 28 at 10
bers by five and the accord's a.m. at the Calloway County of Connie Talent to the
outlook would be bleak.
Courthouse. The public is invit- Calloway County Extension
%eke after Republicans rout- ed and encouraged to attend. Board. Also, Third District
ed Democrats at the polls — Judge Bill Cunningham will Magistrate Bobby Stubblefield,
main control of the House and administer the oath of office.
Florence Hudspeth, Bob Regan,
strengthening their numbers in
• approved a contract with Steve Lax and Warren Hopkins
the Saute — Obama has pre- state
Finance •
and were appointed to the Calloway
vailed is securing overwhelm- Administration Cabinet to rent a
his hipartissa approval of a tax room on the top floor of the County Senior Citizens Board.
Later in the meeting, Elkins
deal with Republicans and get- Calloway County Judicial
repeal of the 17-year-old Building on N. Fourth Street. announced that construction of
bea on openly gay military The state will compensate the a new Dollar General store is
seembers, a crucial issue with county $1,998 annually to cover planned on U.S. 641 just north
the party's liberal base.
of Murray near the location of
utility costs.
• scheduled a special-called Higher Praise church.

•Census count...

•Fiscal Court...

We are proud to serve
this community and truly
appreciate your trust in us.
May the coming
season bring peace
And contentment for
ypy and yew loved ones.

awe.'

It IS
Your business is important to us and we thank
you for the ptiviiqgt of serving you this past year.

We wish you a very Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year!

Mike Garland
)eremy Grogan
Tim Palmer
Dallas Willoughby

Steve Sexton
Matthew Smith
Max Rogers
Adam Nance
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Chdelmee - Closing at Noon on Fri., Dec.
24, 2010. Reopen Mon., Dec. 27, 2010 at
Repular Hours
NEL,Tagri- Closing at Noon on Fri., Dec.
31, 2010. Reopen Mon., Jan. 3, 2011 at
Rivulet' Was

4,3* North 12th Street, Murray,KY 42071
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Federal judge says ex.-Illinois
Gov. Ryan to remain in prison
KANN IIIIIW/KINS
Associssid Press
CHICAGO(AP) A federal
judge upheld former Illinois
Gov. George Ryan's fraud convictions on Tuesday and denied
his request to be released from
prison on bond, ending his bid
to spend his wife's final days at
her side.
U.S. District Judge Rebecca
Pallmeyer issued the 58-page
ruling nearly a month after attorneys argued whether parts of
Ryan's conviction should be
tossed based on a U.S. Supreme
Court decision curtailing antifraud laws — known as "honest
services" laws.
Pallmeyer ruled that while that
Supreme Court case was relevant, the circumstances for Ryan
were different enough that his
conviction should stand.
The 76-year-old former governor has served three years of a 6
1/2-year sentence on convictions of racketeering, conspire-
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cy, tax fraud and making false
statements to the FBI. His current release date is 2013.
Former Gov. James R.
Thompson, who is one of
Ryan's attorneys, told WGN-TV
that attorneys would appeal the
ruling "as quickly as we can."
"Obviously we're very disappointed." he said.
Last week, Ryan's attorneys
made an urgent plea for his
release after his wife was hospitalized. Doctors have given Lura
Lynn Ryan, who was diagnosed
with terminal cancer, as few as
three months to live.
"This court takes no pleasure
in depriving any defendant of
his or her liberty. The court has
had the painful duty to take such
action in circumstances more
compelling
than
these,"
Pallmeyer wrote.
"Any sensitive judge realizes
that a lengthy prison term effectively robs the convicted person
of what we all value most:

months and years with loved
ones, some of whom will no
longer be there when the sentence has been Nerved, Mr.
Ryan, like other convicted persons, undoubtedly wishes it
were otherwise. His conduct has
exacted a stiff peualty. not only
for himself but also for his family." she wrote.
A man who answered the
phone at the Ryan's home in
Kankakee on Tuesday said he
had no comment before abruptly
hanging up. One of the former
governor's sons has said he may
speak to reporters outside their
home later in the day_
Andrea Lyon. one of Ryan's
attorneys, hadn't yet seen the
judge's ruling when reached, but
she said "the bottom line is Mrs.
Ryan's going to die, and she's
never going sec her husband
again because she cannot travel."
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AP Photo/Lai Song Sin
UNINERWATIEllt SANTA: A diver dressed as Santa Claus gestures to children as part of
upcoming Christmas celebrations at Aquaria KLCC underwater park in Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia, Monday, Dec. 20.

Insurer rate hikes to face fresh
federal scrutiny, officials report
By TOM TAUNPKT
AP Business 4Vriter
Health insurers will have to
justify some rate hikes starting
next year under a proposed federal rule that raises scrutiny for
individual and small group policies that have slapped many
consumers with soaring premiums.
The Department of Health and
Human Services said Tuesday it
will require rate increases of 10
percent or more to be publicly
disclosed and reviewed to determine whether the hikes are reasonable.
The federal government will
not have the authority to reject
rate increases, but it will review
them in states that lack the
resources or authority for "thorough actuarial reviews,- HHS
said in a statement. If an
increase is deemed unreasonable, the finding will be posted
on websites for HHS and the
insarer.
The new rule, which is part of
the broader health care overhaul,"maximizes consumer protection and transparency without
unduly burdening the industry."
said Jay Angoff, head of the
HHS office of insurance oversight, during a teleconference
with reporters.
HHS Secretary Kathleen
Sehelius said consumers in individual and small group markets
don't have sophisticated purchasing learns like large
employers, and they don't fully
understand their options.
"Putting some tools hack in
their hands. I think, can be enormously helpful,- she said.
Steep hikes in those markets
have been a hot topic since early
this year, when reports of
- Anthem Blue Cross raising rates
as much as 39 percent in
PLEASE, CAN I HAVE JOST
ONE COOKIE.. SANTA5
WATCHING HIS WAISTLINE'

California helped reignite
stalled overhaul legislation; The
insurer later withdrew the
increase, and state regulators
wound up approving an average
rate increase of 14 percent for
Anthem Blue Cross, a WellPoint
Inc. subsidiary.
That initial hike, which averaged 25 percent. drew criticism
from an Mama administration
that questioned how such
increases could be justified
while WellPoint reported multibillion-dollar profits. WellPoint
arid other insurers have pointed
to the rising cost of medical care
not
and high unemployment
corporate greed — as the main
factors behind their price hikes.
The industry trade group
America's Health Insurance

said • itt a statentent
Tuescilly root causeA' that drive
the cost of coverage are being
ignored while public policy discussions focus on premiums. It
noted, for instance, that prices
for many medical services in
Oregon have increased more
than 10 percent on average
annually. and hospital stay
prices in California have risen
about 11 percent annually for
years.
"Trends like these are being
seen across the country," the
statement said.
Medical costs are a factor in
premium increases, said Gary
Claxton, a vice president with
the Kaiser Family Foundation,
which is separate from health
insurer Kaiser Permanente.
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With joy in our hearts, we wish all our
customers,friends andfamilies a trill}
joyous holiday season.
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Dec. 22
3 shopping
days 'til Christmas

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) —
Mourners carried a symbolic
casket as they honored the 19
homeless people who died in
Louisville over the past year.
The Courier-Journal reports
the annual event held on
Tuesday as part of National
Homeless Persons Memorial
Day is the only funeral many of
those who died would have.
Maria Price. executive
director of St. John Center for
Homeless Men, read the list.
She later told The CourierJournal about some of the people on it.
They
included
Jamie
Vidalis. Price said he was
always friendly but didn't like
crowds and stayed outside as
much as possible. He froze to
death on Christmas Day last
year.
Price said the 19 people on
the list Were more than just
names read from a tottet

Start the New Year viyith a
NEW Experience, COME SEE US

Hwy.64 I S.

Murray

Bel-Air
Center

753-0440

Parker Ford
Lincoln

LINCOLN

701 M.I. Street•Murray, KY•753-5273• www.park•rford.com
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Remembering
Christmas past

kit

Christmas is a time for bination, a
remembering. So, this week blending
before Christmas, I choose to together, of
remember Christmases past. the names of
And just as Mary gave birth her paternal
to the Christ child, thus ush- and materering in the Christmas moment, nal grandit has been three women in mothers.
Our chilmy life who have seen to the
keeping of Christmas for me. dren, both
In our household, Evelyn is Cammie Jo
the one who faithfully organ- and Wesley.
izes our advent observances. inherit the
By James
She is the one, year after year. combined
who makes sure we keep Christ- traditions of Duane Bolin
mas in a way that is appro- the keeping Ledger & limes
priate, in a way that is based of Christmas
Columnist
on family tradition. She is from their
Notice, I
the one who orchestrates the grandmothers.
haven't
mentioned
the grandhanging of wreathes, the trimming of the tree, and the place- fathers. They always observed
ment of manger scenes around benignly the celebrations with
a knowing, and although they
the house.
She is the one who begins, would be reluctant to admit
in consultation with her sis- it, an appreciative regard.
My mother concentrated
ters, the gathering of gifts.
Evelyn is the one who keeps all of her attention—and ours—
the advent calendar, making on the coming of the Christ
sure we don't miss -church child. No Santa Claus here.
Christmas concerts, band per- Jesus was enough for children
formances, and the various and adults alike. And for her,
gatherings of family and the best way, always the best
friends. The proper keeping way, to observe the coming of
of Christmas for the Bolins is the Savior was through food,
only made possible by the deter- the best of food in the SouthKentucky
tradition.
mination of Evelyn, a deter- ern,
mination based purely on love. Turkey and hem, and all the
Evelyn gets it honestly. trimmings, the best dressing
Evelyn's mother, Jossie Seaton in the world (absolutely the
Just when it seems there is
(or Mama Jo as she was known best), sweet potato casserole.
'by family and friends), taught mashed potatoes, giblet gravy, nothing new in politics. John
her well. For Mania Jo, Christ- and pies of several varieties. Boehner, representative from
mas could only be observd After the feast, we always sat, Ohio and soon-to-be House
stuffed and contented, waiting Speaker, begins weeping at the
ProPair Olen the family
whole liagy—gathered to eel- only until we could partake. mention of schoolchildren when
thrum ampliter. Extended fam- after the opening of presents, interviewed by Lesley Stahl on
ily. all
daughters and their of course, of evening turkey "Sixty Minutes."
families, cousins, aunts, uncles, sandwiches and the rest of the
Asked about his tears, he
delectable leftovers, all someand friends.
admits to getting choked up
how
better
the
second
time
Just as the Holy family
because he worries that today's
found themselves together on around.
kids may not have the same
Of
course,
all
of
these
celthat first Christmas, only when
opportunities
he had when he
the Seaton family gadsered cbratialli were wrapped around
was
growing
up.
iltsomliar ateuld CiarimammAsa— AWL.
parties.
and
school
acts
backstory
is that
Boshner's
property.
ed
After
At* ap we have kept CMS- he grew up in a large family
Jo died in April, 2803,
such a way year ailttr with limited resources. One of
of quilts, made by 'her mils in
year.
Now
that Evelyn's moth- twelve children, he lived
hand, and other Christ-'
mother are gone, upstairs from the family bat
and
my
er
found
in
a
presents were
the same. But we and began doing chores to help
it
is
not
room, just waiting for
learned from them the art of the business when he was just
Christmas to come.
keeping Christmas, and we
My mother,Commie Bolin,
eight.
may on, remembering ChristMania Bo died in 2006.
A hard worker, it took him
mases past, and anticipating
daughter is Cammie Jo;
seven
years of minimum wage
the observance of Christmases
her name is a good southern
jobs
to
work his way through
111CW.
*name, but it is also the comacollege, the first person in his
s
family to do so. His upward
trajectory continued as he went
into sales and eventually became
president of a company specializing in plastics and pack-
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aging.
He has served in the House
of Representatives since 1990,
and will rise to the level of
Speaker in January.
In the Lesley Stahl interview, the congressman admitted that his proclivity to tears
keeps him from visiting schools.
"You see those little kids
running around." he said, voice
quavering. "I can't talk about
it."
As one wont to choking up
at almost anything sentimental
during the Chriktrnas season, I
empathize with Mr. Boehner.
Schoolchildren tug at my
heartstrings too. It is not unusual, after visiting an elementary
school, to be bid farewell with
hugs.
Kids often scribble little
thank you notes and tuck them
in your pocket, saying they
hope you will come back. It
is difficult not to be touched
by their generosity of spirit,
so I can relate to Congressman Boehner. The sweetness
and vulnerability of children can

the
melt
hardest
of
hearts.
Harder to
reconcile,
however, is
Senator
Mitch
McConnell's
performance
last
week:
Main Street
thc S
floor as he By Constance
Alexander
delivered a
Ledger
& Times
valedictory
Columnist
to his colleague. Senator Judd Gregg. a Republican
from New Hampshire who is
retiring at the end of this Congress.
Mr. McConnell, who is hardly synonymous with warm and
fuzzy, was reduced to tears as
he spoke. And earlier this year,
when his chief of staff left his
position to join a lobbying firm,
Mitch choked and wept through
an emotional 1K-minute ode to
Kyle Simmons on the Senate
floor.

Ironically, Mr. McConnell is
dry-eyed and determined in his
current leadership efforts against
a bill - already passed by the
House of.Representatives - that
would assist first responders tc
the tragic events of 9/11.
Initially,Mr. McConnell said
he would block that vote until
agreement could be reached on
extending tax cuts enacted during the administration of President George W. Bush.
Though a compromise bill
passed last week. Senatoi
McConnell continues to obstruct
that vote and time is running
out.
When a man like McConnell.
known for his intractable toughness, resorts to tears for colleagues who are moving on tc
greener pastures -- and turns
his back on 9/11 heroes suffering from terminal cancer and
other medical consequences
associated with their service - one might question his sincerity (and his priorities).
I call that a crying shame.

Wishing a Merry Christmas to everyone
By Martha Randolph Carr
Cagle-News Service
There is something about
the Christmas season that makes
everyone believe in the possibilities just a little bit more
and they early that good cheer
with them everywhere. It doesn't matter what part of the
country, the magic happens
everywhere.
In New York City my old
friends will be making plans
to go and see the Saks or
Bergdorf Goodman windows
and the tree at Rockefeller
Center. I know what people
who don't live in New York
say about the city dwellers but
they're actually very helpful
all the time even if they don't

stay around and chat once you
have what you need. Amongst
themselves they're talking about
the next big break in their
careers anyway.
At Christmas time the city
gets dressed up with a giant
star over 5th Avenue at 57th
near the underground Apple
store. There are also tree vendors with temporary stalls along
many of the sidewalks. I remember walking through the narrow paths between fir trees
surrounded by the scent of
pine The food carts sell roasted chestnuts along with gyros
and pretzels, people are gathering in the Plaza Hotel's lobby
for hot chocolate and along
every street there are more
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tourists than ever stopped in
the middle of sidewalks gazing upwards everywhere.
Back in Richmond, another
old hometown for me, everyone has already decked out
their houses till they can be
seen from space. Richmond's
love of Christmas decorations
makes the HGTV cable special every year and there's a
Tacky Christmas Tour you can
take with friends on a chartered bus complete with cookies that goes throughout the
area. It starts after the Grand
Illumination when the tallbuildings all turn on the Christmas
lights downtown in unison.
There's also a Christmas
parade with marching bands,
oversized balloons, floats with
local celebrities and big men
in tiny cars wearing fez hats.
Families can always find a
place to stand and watch even
if they get there just as it
-starts.
Santa Claus. who used to
appear down an actual chimney at the old Thalhimers building downtown, is hanging out
at the Children's Museum this
year near the parade route and
kids can go and say hello and
meet the Snow Queen.
Here in Chicago there are
plenty of mid-western traditions including the windows at
the old Marshall Field's store
downtown, which newer transplants call Macy's, with the
famous over-sized tree in the
Oak Room. There's also the
26th annual showing of It's a
Wonderful Life and White
Christmas at the old Music
Box Theater. People go every
year and wear Santa hats of
every description and bring

sleigh bells to jingle whenever Clarence makes an appearance on screen. They also hiss
when mean ol' Mr. Potter
appears and cheer for George
Bailey or sing along with Rosemary Clooney during White
Christmas. Before the movies
start there's caroling with Santa
Claus accompanied by an organ
and the words displayed up on
the screen. Even the singing
sounded better.
Afterwards we all walked
down the snowy street toward
the El looking at the large ice
sculptures that went on for
blocks. There was a puppy
coming out of a Christmas box
and a reindeer on a roof.
The crA gets into the Christmas spirit as well with an
annual Santa train where even
the upholstery is changed to
green and red and all of the
cars are decorated with tinsel,
lights and fake ads from the
North Pole. In the center is a
flatbed with Santa sitting in
his sleigh and a couple of CTA
workers keeping Santa company. He has a microphone so
he can say ho, ho, ho to the
children waving to him along
the route. Volunteers hand Out
candy canes in every car.
In every city or town where
I've lived I've participated in
all of it and marvel at the
enthusiasm and glee, even in
the adults. We all believe, just
for a little while, that everything's alright and we are grateful to be of service to each
other in remembrance of whose
birthday started the big celebration in the first place.
Merry Christmas everyone
and may the joy and peace of
the season stay with you.
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Texts, Web allows Santa to be everywhere

Obituaries
Charles Edwin Frizzell
Charles Edwin Frizzell, 81, of Benton, died Monday, Dec. 20,
2010, at his residence in Benton.
He was retired from Airco Carbide where he
ft worked in maintenance and was also a veteran of the
U.S. Army and served during the Korean Conflict_
In addition to his parents, Joe Frank Frizzell and
Luna(Howard)Frizzell, he was preceded in death by
his wife, Bonnie Frizzell; and son, Gregory Lynn
Frizzell.
He is survived by one daughter, Vickie Jernigan of Murray; one
son, Charlie Frizzell of Benton; one sister, Violet Gold; and one
brother, Don Frizzell, both of Benton; three grandchildren; and one
great-grandchild.
Funeral services will he held today, Wednesday, Dec. 22, 2010, at
2 p.m. at Collier Funeral Chapel with the Bro. Joel Frizzell officiating. Interment will follow in Briensburg Cemetery in Bent9n.
Visitation will be held today, Wednesday, from I() v..m. until
funeral hour at the funeral home.
Arrangements are handled by Collier Funeral Home, P.O. Box
492, Benton.

FCC adopts rules to
protect Internet traffic
WASHINGTON (AP) Federal regulators adopted new
rules Tuesday to keep the companies that control the Internet's
pipelines from restricting what
their customers do online or
blocking competing services,
including online calling applications and Web video.
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ices such as Skype, Internet

PHILADELPHIA
AP
He sees you when you'ie sleeping, he know. when VOU.FC
awake, and he knows how many
followers you have on Twitter
Not long ago, there were two
ways to tell Santa Claus what
you wanted for Christmas: sitting on his lap or writing a letter.
Now, like with just about
everything else. St. Nick is
available by text or e-mail.
Twitter or Face book Kids can
watch his worldwide journey
online or take a phone call_
Santa Claus is truly everywhere. And just as unfettered
access sometimes tempts adults
to lose their cool on e-mail listserys or Facebook connuents,
spoiled kids can be tempted to
flame out on Santa.
"Some people have tested
Santa that aren't so happy with
Santa,- said Drew ()lanta, who
plays Santa on a text messaging
system. "They've been a little
rude. I've let them know that
would be considered had behavior. You really shouldn't talk to
Santa like that.The increased use of electronic services to reach Santa
Claus reflects another reality of
life outside the North Pole_
Some major post offices, includ-

video services such as Netflix
and other applications that compete with their core businesses.
The prohibitions, known as
"net neutrality," have been at the
center of a Washington policy
dispute for at least five years.
The issue hit home with many
The vote by the Federal Internet users in 2007. when
Communications Commission Comcast Corp. slowed traffic
NEW YORK IAP)
was 3-2 and quickly came under from an Internet file-sharing
attack from the commission's service called BitTorrent. The Broadway might need a supertwo Republicans, who said the cable giant argued that the serv- hero to save the new Spideridles would discourage invest- ice, which was used to trade Man musical.
"Spider-Man: Turn Off the
ments in broadband. Prominent movies and other big files over
Republicans in Congress vowed the Internet, was clogging its Dark.- the most expensive production in Broadway lustota.
to work to overturn them.
network.
Meanwhile, critics at the
The new FCC rules are suffered its fourth accident in .1
other end of the political spec- intended to prevent that type of month when a stuntman playing
the web-slinger tell about 30
trum were disappointed that the behavior.
new regulations don't do enough
They require broadband feet into a stage pit during a preto safeguard the fastest-growing providers to let subscribers view Monday night. The safety
way that people access the access all legal online content. tether that clips to his hack
Internet today
through wire- applications and services over failed to prevent the spill.
The performer, identified by
less devices like smart phones, their wired networks. They do
give providers flexibility to a fellow cast member as 31 and tablets.
The new rules have the back- manage data on their systems to year-old ('hristopher: Tierney,
ing of the White House and deal with network congestion was wheeled out of the
capped a year of efforts by FCC and unwanted traffic, including Foxwoods Theatre on a stretchChairman Julius Genachowski spam, as long as they publicly er, still in his costume, and taken
to find a compromise. They are disclose how they manage the by ambulance to Bellevue
Hospital with minor injuries. He
intended to ensure that broad- network.
-Today, for the first time, we suffered broken ribs and internal
band providers cannot use their
control of the Internet's on- are adopting rules to preserve
Internet
values,"
ramps to dictate where their sub- basic
Genachowski said. "For the first
scribers can O.
They will prohibit phone and time, we'll have enforceable
cable companies from favoring rules of the road to preserve
or
discriminating
against Internet freedom and openness."
On one level, the new rules
Internet content and services
PHILADELPHIA GAP)
that travel over their networks probably won't mean big
The serial killer who police say
-including online calling serv- changes for Internet users.

mg Philadelphia. say they're
handling far less mail directed to
him. Chicago has handled about
10.000 letters to Santa this year,
down from 15,000 to 20010 in
2,01)9_
So tech services are finding
they can get a promotional boost
from Kris Kringle without renting a red suit and a white beard.
Most of them are in their first
less years and use the gimmicks
to show the power of their
techologies.
Portable North Pole, a project
launched by Montreal-based
developer
video
web
UgroupMedia, sends kids personalized videos from Santa
even those who deserve a lump
of coal. Tell the site your kid
hasn't been so good, and the
video Santa peers over his glasses and tells the child: -You're on
my naughty watch."
Another site, TextSantamet,
expects to send out close to
100,000 texts this year.

Kirgin Jr., CEO of the 2year-old testing operation and
also leader of an advertising
firm in St. Charles. Mo., said the
idea is to he greener -- not generating all those paper letters
and to false money for charity.
From every $3.99 text, $1 is

donated to the March of Dimes.
Kirgm said it's a thrill for
children not just to write to
Santa. but to hear from him.
'One parent said (Ilk son)
was so excited that he got a text
message from Santa that he
actually peed his pants," Kirgin
said. 'Me child then feared that
Santa would he upset at hint for
not being a "big boy."
The parents had Santa send
another text to tell him it was
OK.
Sue Wangler, a grandmother
who lives in Maryland Heights,
Mo., has been using the service
to have Santa send texts to her
granddaughter and some other
young friends for three years.
She said the messages are
helpful for her granddaughter
and a close friend, both 9, who
have been wondering whether
Santa's real.
"This text from Santa has
prolonged the belief system a lit-

sonic cheeky responses
One tester asked ha a polo.
''Really?'' Olanoff wrote on the
Nog (not hack to the child)
"Kids still ask for those'
are so like 1993. Unicorns are
the new hot. Unicorns with
Rainbow 'F-Shirts in fact.The most faithful believers in
Santa Clans. of course, are too
young to type or text. But hold
them up to the monitor and
they'll see that Santa is on
I-acebook and Twitter, too.
One Twitter feed with 3,400
followers Is put together by
NORAD, the military organization responsible for the aero
space and maritime defense of
the U.S. and Canada. years ago
went online with its helm ed
Santa Tracker every Christmas
Eve to let kids know when St
Nick is getting near them
and
to teach a hit about geograph%

tle longer," she said.
Gogii, a mobile application

reach Santa is high-tech.
By Tuesday, Macy's had collected 987,000 letters in the
mailboxes set up in its stores
The department store is donating $1 for each letter - up to $1
million - to the Make-A-Wish
Foundation.

development firm in Marina del
Rey. Calif.. for which Olanoff
plays Santa, has an irreverent
take on children's Christmas
Olanoff posts some
requests on his blog at teatingsantaclaus.com. along with

and global culture.
Of course, not every effort to

`Spiderman' Broadway musical may need a hero
bleeding, said the castinate, who
spoke on condition of anonymity because the person was not
authoriaed to speak publicly
about the musical_
In a statement, Actors' Equity
said investigators determined
that the accident was caused by
human error. It gave no details
but said additional safety measures are being undertaken.
The fall was the latest setback for the troubled, $65 million show.
Conceived by Tony-winning
director Julie Taymor and U2's
Bono and The Edge, who wrote
the music, "Spider-Man" has
been more than eight years in
the making. It has been plagued
by delays, money woes and
three other accidents, including
one in which an actress suffered

a concussion, and another in
which a performer broke his
wrists in an aerial stunt. Its official opening has been postponed
twice, to early February.
The huge costs -a 41-niemben cast. 18 orchestra members,
complicated sets and 27 daring
aerial stunts, including a battle
between two characters over the
audience- mean the I,928-seat
theater will have to virtually sell
out every show for several years
just to break even. The weekly
running bill has been put as high
as $1 million_ (Tickets are
$67.50 to $135 for weekday performances, $67.50 to $140 on
weekends.)
A spokesman for "SpiderMan,- Rick Miramontez, said in
a statement that new safety
measures ordered by the govern-

ment after the latest accident
adopted.
have
been
Wednesday's matinee was canceled, but Wednesday night's
show will go on. Miramontez
said.(No performance had been
scheduled for Tuesday.)
One audience member who
attended Monday's performance, Brian Lynch. said he knew
of the previous mishaps and still
wanted to come.
"I was making jokes about it
earlier in the day," said Lynch,
visiting from Hollywood. Calif_
"I said if anyone got hurt I was
ready to jump in and help out. I
never thought it would happen. I
thought they probably worked it
all out. I really didn't think it
would happen like it did_ It was
pretty horrific."

Police: No vigilantism
against Philly strangler

Christmas lottery hands
$3 billion to unemployed
Spain's
MADRID (AP)
beloved Christmas lottery sprinkled 2.3 billion ($3 billion) in
holiday cheer across the country
Wednesday, winnings eagerly
welcomed by a nation facing 20
percent unemployment.
The lottery billed as the
world's richest has no single
jackpot but operates a complex
share-the-wealth system in
which thousands of five-digit
numbers running from (XXXX) to
84999 win at least something. It
is known as "El Gordo"(The Fat
One)and dates back to 1812.
Tax-free winnings range
from the face value of a 20
($26.31) ticket -- in other
words, you get your money back
to a top prize of 300,000
($394,650).
The sweepstakes. which goes
on for three hours, informally
ushers in the Christmas season.
Many Spaniards spend the day
glued to TV sets, radios and
computers, waiting to see if they

are among the lucky. People
often team up to buy shares of
tickets sold by bars, sports clubs
and business offices.
One bar in Palleja, a town
near Barcelona, sold 6(10 of the
top-prize tickets, worth .a cool
180 million ($236.8 million). Its
Antonio
owner,
Jose
Maldonado, was ecstatic over
being able to help people in need
during hard economic times.
"I know a lot of people who
are drowning in the economic
crisis and who bought a ticket in
my bar. I feel like Robin Hood,"
he said. "In my entire life I have
never cried as much as I did this
morning."
Children from a Madrid
school that used to be a home for
orphans pick small wooden balls
bearing the winning numbers
and prizes out of two giant golden tumblers, and sing them out
in a time-honored tune known to
every Spaniard.

hope that authorities find hint
before the neighbors do.
Residents of Kensington.
who once severely heat a suspected rapist based on a police
photo, have posted hundreds of
cotnments and theories about
the case on a Facebook page
titled "Catch the Kensington
Strangler. before he catches
someone you love.One post that 1alsely identified a suspect led to an angry
crowd outside the man's home.
Fearing vigilantes, he called
who later cleared hint.
police
and then chastised residents.
"We will not tolerate anyone
taking vigilante action.- Police
Commissioner Charles Ramsey

ried a stack of envelopes with
him. Inside each envelope was
$50. Witnesses say the man didn't buy anything and asked for
nothing in return. He simply
gave lucky strangers an envelope, wished them a "Merry
Christmas" and moved On.
One of lucky ones, Betty
Ridenour, says everyone was
stunned.

few weeks. Three other women
have reported being sexually
assaulted: two of them said they
were choked into unconsciousness.
So far, police only have a
composite sketch and grainy
surveillance photo of a possible
suspect: 537.000 in reward
money is being offered.
Once a middle-class neighborhood of rowhomes a few
miles northeast of downtown,
Kensington has become a highcrime area with a culture of
open-air drugs and prostitution.
But it also boasts a nascent gentrification effort as young homeowners and artists move in.
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IBM

145.81 + 0.07

424.50 + 0.30

Intel

20.92 - 0.18

AT&T, Inc.

29.06 - 0,01

Kroger

71.64 - 11.07

BK&T

26.40 + 11.22

Mattel

25.97 + 0.10

Bank of America

13.02 + 0.04

McDonalds

77.37 + 0.51

Briggs & Stratton

20,16 + 0.09

Merck

46.23 + 0.05

Bristol Msers Squibb

26.37 + 0.01

1licrfratft

28.13 + 0.06

Cafrrpillar

94.65 + 0.02

Chevron lexaco Corp

89.63 + 0.40

Daimler Chrysler

71.78 + 0.01

Dean Foods

812 + 0.03

Exxon-Mobil

72.95 + 0.23

J.C. Peniw,,

4464 - 0.06

Pepsicii, lint

65.44 + 0.144

Miter. Inc

17 46 - 0.02

Regions Fiiuriidal

6.63 + 0.08
68.10 -11.01

Ford Motor

16.97 - 0.112

Sears Holding Corp

General Electric

17.87 +

lime %%Amur

41 93 + 0.09

GlaxisSmithKline AIM

18.95 - 0.14

S Bancorp

26.70 + 11.14

117.97 + 0.07

1%ellPoini Inc

s6.67 + 0.11

‘‘al-Nlart

5152 - 0.13

Goodrich
Goodyear Tire & Rubber

1.90 0.04

Nel
N
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HILLIARD LYONS
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Financial Con,,tiltont11-131
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
Court Squarc I Mairray, KY 41071
270 751.3 thfi I 800 444 1854

We Sell the New
Medicare Supplement Plans.
Call Robert Billington, Jr. or Donna Marquardt for details.

(270) 753-4751
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2010 DODGE JOURNEY SXT
ICT0224 - Flex Seating, V-6, Auto.,
P/W, P/L, TIC

$25,735
- 1,752
- 2.000

MSRP
Peppers Disc
Manf Rebate

$21,983*
2010 DODGE
AVENGER SXT
0CCO229 -

,
4 1111110)

P/W, P/L TIC, CD
MSRP
Peppers Disc
Maid Rebate

$20,980
- 1,500
- 2,500

$16,972*
2010 DODGE
CHALLENGER RALLYE
#CC0164 - V-6, Auto NC. P/W, P/L. TIC. Sunroof

Dow Jones Ind. Avg. ....11530.81 • 2.35
Air Products

Santa Claus: Man hands out
$50 bills at Memphis Goodwill
MEMPHIS. Tenn. (AP) --Those at a Goodwill store in
Memphis got some extra
Christmas spending money
thanks to a man who handed out
$50 bills to everyone.
According to WMC-TV, no
one knows the identity of the
man, who passed out the money
employee
Store
Monday.
Chestine Dunn says the man car-

sexually assautted and strangled
three women, and possibly
attacked three others, in a city
neighborhood rife with drug-s
and prostitution might want to

FINISH of

%yarned. "If you see someone
suspicious. call 911. We will get
there. We will handle."
Police on Tuesday linked a
third slaying to a predator who
they say raped, heat and strangled two women over the past
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$28,180
MSRP
Peppers Disc . ...- 2.182
- 2,000
Mani Rebate

$23,998*
2010 CHRYSLER 300S
#CCO227
V-8. P/W. P/L. P Seat, I eather. Sunroof. NAV

MSRP
Peppers Disc
Manf Rebate

$34,580
- 2,584
- 3,000

$28,996*
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WOW Lodges 728
and 592 will meet
The Woodmen of the World Lodge 728 will
meet with Lodge 592 and their spouses for
their Christmas luncheon on Thursday, Dec.
30, at noon at the Harmon Lodge Hall, 330
CC Lowry Dr. Food will be provided by
Lodp,e 728. Members planning to attend
must call (270) 767-0077 before Dec. 28 in
order to be included. Hostesses are Jean Bird
and Melva Hatcher.
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In an effort to save energy and work toward a
greener environment the Calloway County
Extension Office will be closed Tuesday, Dec. 21 through Thursday,
Dec. 23. The office will be closed for the Christmas holiday from
Friday, Dec. 24 through Sunday. Jan. 2, 2011. The office will reopen on Monday. Jan. 3.
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DONATION: The Briggs & Stratton Corporation Foundation recently made a contribution to
United Way of Murray-Calloway County. Accepting the donation is Aaron Dail, far left, Director
of Resource Development, and Peggy Billington, second from right, Executive Director of
United Way. Rodney Bohannon. far right, Plant Manager, and Brandy Jared, Human
Resources Manager of Briggs & Stratton, presented the check on behalf of the corporation.
Briggs & Stratton employees donated funds from their payroll checks along with the corporate
donation.
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Billington attends leadership conference
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The Calloway County Salvation Army Service Unit is still needing a few more bell ringers for the weeknights leading to Christmas.
There are openings between 4-9 p.m. each night of Dec. 21-23 and
openings Christmas Eve between noon and 6 p.m. C'ontact Mike or
Joanne Faihst at 293-5794 or 759-9676 and leave a message.
Thanks for your support of the local Salvation Army's mission.

Special to the Ledger
Houston Billington, eighthgrade student at Murray Middle
School, was nominated and
selected to attend the National
Young
Leaders
State
Conference (NYLSC), midSouth Conference, held recently
in Nashville, Term.
Outstanding students from
across the nation took part in a
unique leadership development
program that was held in 35
cities across the country.
Themed
"Courageous
Leadership,- the NYLSC helps
young scholars take an introspective and highly-personal-

ized assessment of their leadership skills and abilities.
Throughout the four-day program, scholars built a working
"tr)olkit- of strategies to help
them successfully dream, create
and implement plans that will
change how they view their role
as leaders in their communities.
"The .iteps each person takes
in discovering his or her own
leadership strengths can be a
very personal process,- said
Marguerite Regan, Dean of
Academic Affairs for the
Congressional Youth Leadership
Council (CYLC). the organization that sponsors NYLSC."The
National Young Leaders State
Conference helps students get at
the heart of their innate talents
and skills and will also help
them identify how best they can
serve within their communities."
NYLSC curriculum
The
focuses on an introspective and
highly-personalized assessment
of each student's. leadership
skills and abilities. The scholars
were challenged to step forward
in a manner that is decisive and
confident, to grasp the concepts
of leadership that were taught
and to act upon their dreams of
making a difference in the world
while maintaining the courage
of their convictions.
The Congressional Youth
Leadership Council is a nonpar-

The
Murray
Sanitation
Department will be closed on
Friday, December 24th for the
Christmas Holiday. All Friday customers should have their containers out for pickup on Thursday
morning. All other customers
should set their containers out on
their regularly scheduled day.
The City of Murray Transfer
Station will also be closed Friday,
December 24th and Saturday,
December 25th.
We appreciate your cooperation in
this matter. Should you have any
questions, please call 762-0380.

Richard and
of their daughti
son of Ralph al

The American Red Cross will hold a blood drive on Thursday.
Dec. 23, from 12:30-5:30 p.m. at First Presbyterian Church, 1601
Main St.. Murray. All donors will receive a red, long-sleeved "The
Perfect Gift- shirt, while supplies last.
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Courthouse announces holiday closing
Calloway County Judge-Executive Larry Elkins has announced
that the Calloway County Courthouse will be closed Thursday and
Friday, Dec. 23-24, for Christmas.

Public library lists holiday closings
The Calloway County Public Library will he closed Dec. 24 and
25 in observance of the Christmas holiday and will close at 5 p.m.
on Dec. 31. The library will remain closed from Jan. 1-7, 2011, for
maintenance and staff training.

Good Shepherd UMC to hold service
Good Shepherd United Methodist Church will hold a special`
Communion Service on Friday, Christmas Eve. at 4 p.m. All
welcome.
Houston Billingtom
tisan educational organization_
Founded in 1985. CYLC is
committed to fostering and
inspiring young people to
achieve their full leadership
potential. To date. members of
the U.S. Congress have joined
this commitment by serving on
Honorary
the
('Y LC
Congressional
Board
of
Advisors. In addition, more than
50 embassies participate in the
CYLC's Honorary Board of
Embassies.
Houston is the son of Justin
and Tonya Morton and Robert
and Stefani Billington. He is the
grandson of Bob and Jeannie
Billington, Peggy Billington,
Dale Bogard and Patsy Bogard.

Jenkins wins regional LEO award
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Salvation Army in need of bell ringers

Special to the Ledger
GOLDEN POND,Ky.- Land Between The Lakes(LBL) National
Recreation Area Law Enforcement Officer (LEO), Richard Jenkins,
was recently named Law Enforcement Officer of the Year for the
Southern Region of the USDA Forest Service (FS). Officer Jenkins
has worked for the Forest Service Law Enforcement at LBL for 10
1/2 years.
"Richard has not only performed at an outstanding level in all
areas of his job, he has continuously demonstrated exceptional leadership skills during many critical incidents and non-critical situations that have occurred at LBL. His ability to connect with victims.
family members, and other employees has stretched throughout his
career at LBL,- said Duane Cameron, LBL's FS Law Enforcement
and Investigations (LE&I) Captain. "His leadership and skills
enable dangerous situations to be handled safely. Richard is a truly
respected employee by LEO's, FS employees, and local leaders.
LE&I is very fortunate to have an employee like Richard, and his
continued performance speaks for itself.- The staff at LBL congratulates Officer Jenkins on rrceiving this honor.
For more information, call (8(X)) LBL-7077 or (270)924-2(XX) or
visit www.friendsollbl.org.

First Christian to hold service
First Christian Church, 1 1 1 N. 5th Street. will hold a special
Christmas service on Friday, Christmas Eve, at 8 p.m.

Christmas Eve worship at First Baptist Church will be held Friday
at 5 p.m.

FUMC to hold service
The First United Methodist Church will hold Christmas Eve services on Friday at 6 p.m. and 11 p.m.

Good Shepherd United Methodist Church will hold a Special
Communion Service on Christmas Eve at 4 p.m. All are welcome.
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Overeaters'Anonymous to meet
Overeaters' Anonymous, a 12-step recovery group for all types of
eating problems, meets each Thursday from 1:30-2:30 p.m. at Christ
Methodist Church, 1322 W. Broadway. Mayfield. For information,
call Marcia at 247-7414 or Jim at 623-8850.

Narcotics group will meet
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Thursday from 7-8 p.m. at
St. John's Episcopal Church. For information, call 753-8419 or I
(877) 447-2()04.

TOPS Chapter will meet Thursday
TOPS (Take Off Pounds Sensibly) Chapter #469 will meet
Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway County Public
Library. For more information, call Stephanie Cunningham at 7536646.
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Legion officers giving help
Ron Hubbard and Mark Kennedy, service officers of American
Legion Post #73 will be available each Wednesday from 1-4 p.m. to
assist veterans of Calloway County with the completion of forms
and the filing of claims with the Veterans Administration at the
Legion Post at 310 Bee Creek Dr. No appointment is necessary and
veterans are served on a first come, first served basis. For information, call Kennedy at 752-3333.
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Aluminum
cans needed
WATCH Center at 702 Main
St., Murray, needs aluminum
cans for an on -going fund-raring project.
Peggy Williams. director,
said,"These may be taken to the
center during regular hours. or
persons may drive through the
driveway on the west side of the
center and place them in the
cotton wagon there anytime day
or night: or may be donated at a
Make A Difference Day at
University
Murray
State
Stewart stadium parking lot.-
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McClure named
MSU graduate

(c)
)ny'agemen/

Special to the Ledger
I
um
lee Ii od a Bachelor of Arts
degree
in
Organizational
Communication with a minor in
Real Estate during Murray State
University's 2010 December
Commencement recently held
on Dec. I I.
McClure graduated cum laude
and her honors include recognition by Who's Who Among
students
in
American
Universities and Colleges, a
member of the MSU Dean's
List, and membership in multiple honor societies including
otnicroh Delta Kappa. Sigma
Alpha Lambda and Alpha ('hi.
She has served as president of
MSU's Rotaract Club, president
of Lambda Pi Eta National
Communication Honor Society,
and has been a student ambassador for both the College of
Business and Murray State
University as well as a Summer
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Murray Alcoholics Anonymous
lists present meeting schedule

2 nom. open, no mnoking. X
p.m. open. smoking. newcomers
meeting: Saturday. 10 a iii,
vpen, no.4.moking, breakfast of
champions meeting. 8 p.m.
open, no.smoking. speaker
ineeung.
Closed meetings are for people who think they have a problem with alcohol and want to
give it up. Open meetings are
for anyone who wants to attend
an AA meeting.
For information, call Mitch at
753-9320. Chuck at 436-2552.
Joe at 753-4161 or Dixie at 8738172 .

Violence
support
is offered
violence
Domestic
groups
are
support/educational
currently offered on a weekly
basis. For more information on
dates and times, call the
Merryman House Domestic
Crisis Outreach Office of
Calloway County at 759-2373.

tiob and (nna Hurst fia‘,e
home for ihe huh
\ tor the viewing pleasure of
visitors and to spread a little
Cheistmas cheer. They are
accepting canned goods for
Need Line so anyone who wishes can share with people less
fortunate. Items can be delivered to their home at 885
Kirksey Almo Road, Murray.
From Murrav, take 783 North
(Airport Rd.). then 464 west.
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50 0 c•ff
All Christmas Items
"t am Ribbon Chix
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OPEN 8:00 A.M. ON THE 27TH
400 Main St.• Murray, KY 42071
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Mamele and Owen

Richard and Betty Clark of Mayfield, announce the engagement
Mr. and Mrs. Dale Francis Mamele of Columbia. S.C.. announce
of their daughter, Bethany Paige Clark to Matthew Graves(Angles, the engagement of their daughter. Ashley Elizabeth Mamele to
son of Ralph and Tammy Gingles of Murray.
Jeffery Eric Owen. son of Dr. and Mrs. David Allan Owen of
Miss Clark is the granddaughter of Shirley Ward of Sedalia. the
Hendersonville. N.C.
late Bobby Ward of Paris. Tenn., Rosemary Clark of Sedalia. and
Miss Matilde is the granddaughter of Ms. Patsy Cartledgi
the late Howard Clark of Mayfield.
(;004.1w in and Mr William Barnwell Goodwin of Columbia. and Mi
Mr. (Jingles is the grandson of Velva Mullen and the late Daniel
and Mrs. Claston Carl Mamele if Mt Dora. Ha.
"Kayo- Mullen of Paducah and June (Jingles of Nash% illc. Tenn
Mr Owen is the grandson of the late Mr. and Mrs. Georg,.
The bride-elect is a 2003 graduate of Graves County High School
Glasgow Hansen of Tulsa. Okla.. and the kite Mr. and Mrs Robe; I
and received a bachelor's degree in Elementary Education from
Dale Owen of Decatur. III.
Murray State University in 2007. She is employed by Mayfield
The bride-elect is a graduate of Wolford College with a Bachelor
Independent School System.
of Arts degree in business economics, and she received a Master of
The groom-elect is a 2003 graduate of Calloway County High
Education degree in higher education administration from
School and received a Bachelor of Science degree in Business
Vanderbilt University. She is a member of Zeta Tau Alpha and is
Administration from Murray State University in 2008. He is a mem- employed by Davidson College in Davidson. N.C.
ber of Alpha Tau Omega and is self-employed at The Burrito Shack
The groom -elect is a graduate of Wofford College with a Bachelor
in Murray.
of Arts degree in economics, and he received a Master of Business
The wedding will be Saturday. June 4. 2011. in Destin, Ha. A
Administration degree from Murray State University. He is a memreception will be scheduled for a later date.
ber of Pi Kappa Alpha and is employed Fy Cherry. Bekaert &
Holland, LLP in Charlotte, N.C.
The wedding will take place on Saturday. June 4, 2011. at Woltoi,1
College in Spartanburg. S.0

Alcoholics
Murray
Anonymous holds meetings at
615 South 12th St.. in the
Southside Shopping. •Centeu
behind Regions l3ranch Bank.
The regular schedule is as follows: Sunday, 8 p.m.. closed. no
smoking. 12x 12 study; Monday,
noon, open, no smoking. 8 p.m.
open, smoking. Tuesday. 8 p.m.
closed, no smoking; Wednesday.
11 a.m. closed, no smoking,
good old timers meeting. 6 p m.,
closed, ladies meeting. smoking.
8 p.m., open. smoking;
Thursday. 8 p.m. closed, smoking, big book meeting: Friday.

Leanna Shea McClure
Orientation Counselor. She
plans to attend graduate school
at Murray State University to
pursue a masters degree in
Organizational Communication
and has accepted a graduate

4r-r•-(

O Yellow Pot
30% Additional*
ct.
Aqniversary Ring
Reg. •
Sale Price

$1,050'
$630

Yellow Dot $441

Dristic
Reductions

A New Year, A New You!
Become A
Non-Smoker!
Cooper Clayton Method to Stop Smoking
Free classes begin Tuesday, Jan. 4th

/- Off-J'Fntir's....1nventorY

Center of Health & Wellness Conference Room
5:30 p.m. to 6:30 p.m.
The Cooper Clayton Method. one of the most effective ways to stop smoking, is
i It now available. Whether you've tried before or just know you should stop, this
II program is for you. Class meets each Tuesday for 13 weeks. Space is limited,
so register now!
iwps.

ERA

Center for Health & Wellness
270-762-1348

A A.
Finley's House of Diamonds
Across From McDonald's
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Mr. and Mrs. Mac Smotherman
Mr. and Mrs. Matthew Barnes

Mr. and Mrs. kyle Riley

KJ\I. Renee Jackson and Matthew Lyn Barnes were married on
Satindav Oct. 21. 2010. at 7:10 p tn. at Our Lady of the Lake
Catho11, litirch in Henderson% tile. Tenn.
Following a beautiful double ring ceremony. an intimate dinner
reception was held at Blucgiass Country Club. also in
iendersons ii
Ilis• hi ide is the &mettle' 1 Rose lat kson of St Augustine. Fla..
and slat. and Debbie Jackson 1 Frankliii.
I Ii i iii is the son of Chi is and Connie May nord of Nashville.
lenn . formerly of Mayfield. and Gary and Sandy Barnes of
Fainungton. He is the grandson 01 Inia Lou and the late Roscoe
Barnes id 1.11,1)111pm and the late Ciene Owens of Fulton.
The Nide chose Brooke Watkins of Murray. as het maid of hon,
and Amanda Watkins. also of Murray. was a bridesmaid.
The gloom chose his brother. Dominic Barnes of Milsk.Illkee.
Wis.. as his hest man and Tyler Young ()I Murray. was a grotinisinan
1 arab Eldridge of Franklin attended the guest registry.
The bride is a graduate of Franklin-Simpson High School and a
2009 graduate of Murray State University. where she earned .1
Bachelor of Arts degree. She is employed in commercial lending at
IS Bank io Murray.
The rioom is a graduate of Bastrop High School in Bastrop.
Texas. .111(1 a 2009 graduate of NIurrav State I'm\ ti soy. where he
studied Business 111,11).1p:went and Entrepreneurship. lie isovvie..r
and resident of Bluegrass Compute, Sy steins. I I U on the court
squint. it NItirrav

IF YOU HAVE AN EVENT TO ANNOUNCE

CALL US AT 753-1916

Ms Martha Marie Yearry of Murray. and Mr. Kyle Ward Riley of
Anderson. kid . were married on Saturday. Nov. 6. 2010. at the First
Pentecostal Church of Anderson. Danny St. Clair officiated the ceremon.y.
1 hi bride is the daughter of Robert and Carrie Yearry of Hazel.
She is the granddaughter of Don and Linda Yearry and Ira and Pam
Dube. all of Muria v
The gioom is the son of Frank and Shelly Riley of Anderson.
The bride chi use Martha Bess as her maid of honor and the groom
chose Martin Johnson is his best man.
Victoria and Savannah Yearry were flower girls and Joshua Bess
s is the ring hearer.
\ reception followed in the Reception Hall of the First Pentecostal

Parker named to president's list
Special to the Ledger
Mttittc' I ),1% id Parker of Murray, was one of 320 students who
1 Inion University's President's List f ii ilk 1,111 2010
were rained to .
seme AO%
The President's List includes full-time students who achieve a 4.0
grade point average on a four-point scale.
Founded in 1823 and affiliated with the Tennessee Baptist
Convention. Union University is characterized by quality Christcentered teaching and learning. Union offers liberal arts training in
more than IOU nuaot tnd ptograms of study along with professional programs in business, education and nursing_
Fall enrollment was 4.186 students.

Ill
Neta Sinotherman will celela ate their 50th wedding
anniversat v on Sunday. Dec. 26, from 2-4 p.m. in the dining room
of Sinking Spring Baptist Church.
This is a time of renewing old friendships and re-establishing family bonds anti love.
All family and friends arc invited to attend. The couple requests
no gifts. Mary Ivy and Jackie Crouch are reception coordinators.

.McClure
From Page 7A
:she is married to N[t.hell
Layne McClure and • the
daughter of Eddie and Sands
I.inn.
Established in 1922. \lurray
me
State University has I
known through the yew
universitv
student-centered
where the emphwas is on act
&mit: excellence. For the past
20 years. Murray State has con
sistently been ranked h‘
News & World Report- as one
of the top public universities in
the nation for its quality and
in education.
atfordabi hits
Home to approximately 10.200

students. Murray State attiact,
individuals who are seeking a
great education in a personalized setting.

To
subscribe to the
LEIH;14{ T1111.,

Call 753-1916
Monday-Friday
8 a.m. - 5 p.m.

We have traded for 1000 Women and Teen

Purses and Clutai Bags
Several Sizes, Shapes and Colors for All Occasions

Wishing you a
Merry Christmas &
Happy New Year!
This rmerchandiae is toasted for display
and purchase in the showroom at:

DWAIN TAYLOR.CHEVROLET
SEASONAL HOURS:
Christmas Eve - Closed
Christmas Day Closed
New Years Day - Closed

No exchange or refund. All sales final No negotiation on price

NEW ARRIVALS DAILY, WHILE SUPPLIES LAST!
1114111k.

1307 Siputh 12th.St.•Hwy. 641 South
Murray, KY 42071 .
800-207-.9516 or 270-75342617
wWw.dWaintaylorchevrolet.com

www.ThinkFNB.com
1304 Chestnut St. • Murray, KY • (270) 767-1240
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MCCH

ployee receives national recognition

Special to the L r
Nitti I.
County
Callo
Hospital is pro'0 announce
that employee ess'a Lyons
'A as recogniied a poster submission by the tonal AORN
sed
on
('ongress
rgical Safety
Implementing
Checklist in ru ospitals. Iler
poster was ac ed to he displayed at th 5Sth Annual
Congress this fling March in
She was one
Philadelphia,
out of 200 pos submitted that
was chosen to recognized. As
a leader in • Penoperative
Services I liep tient ,it MurrayCalloway ( nty I lospital.
Lyons is w mg with other
researchers d penopetative
leaders drot out the country
in develoin ind maintai g a
high twilit of safe su ical
ula
patient cite or rural

e-mait: hteague@murraytedger.com

lions
Lyons, MS, RN, ('NOR
staff nurse for Murray-Callowa‘
County Hospital, a clinical
instructor for West Kentuck
Technical
Community
&
College in Paducah and an aca
demic coach for University of
Texas at Arlington. She is pr •
dent-elect for the Wesiei ii
Kentucky Chapter of AORN
(Association of F'eriOperative
Registered
the
Nurses),
Krniucky Legislative Chair rot
AORN. Kentucky Council Chan
for AORN and serves on the
National
for
Committee
:ducation. In addition to her
activities in AORN, she is a
member of American Nurses
Association, Kentucky Nurses
Association, National League
for Nursing, and the Delta
Epsilon chapter of Sigma Theta

Lyons
Tau. Vanessa is pursuing a Pt;
D. in nursing at the University
of Missouri, Sinclair School of
Nursing focusing on improving
penoperative patient safety in
rural hospital settings.

Photo provided

wedding
nmg room

NEWBORN TREE: Employees of Murray-Calloway County Hospital's Labor & Delivery decorate the post padum area with a newborn Christmas tree. Mary Conner, Nurse Aide, decided to celebrate the season with decorating the tree with what the department does best newborn babies. The Christmas tree IS complete with gowns. diapers. bottles, pacifiers, and
more -- all the necessities needed by our little miracles. Pictured, from left, is Leslie Spraggs,
RN, Dana Bazzell, Director of Perinatal Services, Kim Todd, RN, Melissa Hassell, RN. and
Stephanie Nichols, RN.

lung tam-

e request,
linators
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attracts
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personal-
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916
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FOOD ANTOYS: Spring Greek Health Care's residents are shown with some of the items
they purc5ed to provide to a child in need during Christmas. The residents donated food,
clothing, Z1 toys to a child "angel" who was chosen from the local Angel tree program.
Pictured iront, from left, are Spring Creek residents Anna Buker and Mary Harp In back are
Regina Person, Margaret Owens and Pauline Hill.

DONATION: Spring Creek
Resident
Health
Care's
Council recently made a
$500 donation to Needline in
Resident
The
Murray.
Council is an independent
organized group of residents
living in a nursing home who
meet on a regular basis to
create change, address quality and dignity of care, and
resident
plan
activities.
Pictured, at left, is Tonta
Casey, Director of Needline,
receiving a check from Euple
of
Ward. the founder
Needline when it began in
1974. Ward a current resident at Spring Creek.

from iht Deposit & Loan Operations Department
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HERITAGE BANK HARDWOOD CI. ASSIC:
(
1.0%1A1 ('0. 54,
(( INGTON (TENN.) 31

COLLEGE BASKETBALL:
IRRAY STATE 66. TENNESSEE-MARTIN 54

Prep Et

Murray 57 t-tr.l.
KME Clas
Trigg Co 51 14/
Paducah TUgh
Flopkinsvolle 56
Frankiin-Siinpso
Paducah Tiighrn
Paducah Tieghrn
Central 52
Twin Lakes
CI
Madison Southe
48
Ballard Memona
41
Clinton CO 59
Time(Plecie CI
Heath 49. Dyer.1
Marsha)! Co 63

Going big
POS I PLAYERS
CARRY RACERS
IN CONIE-FROMBEHIND WIN
OVER
SKVIIANN KS
wow mapagAt.p For the Ledger
Senior Averee Fields drives the lane against a Covington
(Tenn.) defender in Calloway County's 54-31 victory over
the Chargers Tuesday. Fields dropped a game-high 16
points and added seven rebounds n the victory.

Covington caves
under Calloway
defensive pressure
LKF.RS
Will. PLA1 FOR
VAIPI0NS1111"
roNicirr ACAINS I
M %RI IN (TIAN.)
WEST\ II ‘‘
klfl

This Week
Heritage Bank
Hardwood Classic
Monday
Martin (Tenn ) Westyiew 58 Graves
a
Co
tew31
Stewart
rt Co (Tenn ) 45 Henderson
Co
Govianagton
Tenn I 54, Massac Cc Oil
31
Caliow
Nom way
esI 13
)CA. 82. Clarksville (Tenn 1

By SOPHIE McDONALD
For the Ledger

popcom hung !II
at Jeffrey Gynmasium
Tocsday night. hut it was the
smell of victory that reigned
supreme as the Calloway
County. Lady Lakers defeated
the Covington (Tenn.) Chargers
54-31 in the Heritage Bank
Hardwood Classic semifinals.
Overcoming a shaky start,
the Lady Lakers began work
defensively midw ay through the
first quarter and never looked
hack as Averee Fields got a
layup in the last seconds of the
quarter. giving Calloway the
lead for the first time.
The Lady Fakers, who have
won the Hardwood Classic only
once in the six years they have
hosted the tournament, proceeded to gain more than 10 points in
less than live minutes in the second quarter as the team appeared
to begin functioning as one unit.
Contrary to what the final
score might say, head coach
Scott Sivills said the game was
not an easy one for the Lady
Lakers, hut good for training.
"The game was not a 23point win. it was a tough game
for us from start to finish." he
said. "They're a very wellcoached team. I'd put them in
the top live or six in our region.
and this is probably good for us
to meet out 1)t state."
The Lakers produced a field
goal percentage of 44.4 and shot
411 percent beyond the arc, with
29 rebounds. I I fouls. i 2 assists,
10 turnovers and seven steals.
The Chargers were held to a
29.5 shooting percentage and
14.3 percent shooting behind the
The scent or

111C alt

Tuesday
Massac Co (111148 Clarksville
Northwest (Tenn 39
Henderson Co 52 Graves Co 42
Martin (Tenn ) Westview 49 Stewart
Co (Tenn 37
Calloway Co 54 Covington (Tenn)
31
Today
Clarksville (Tenn ) Northwest vs
Graves Co 11 30 a m
Massac Co (III ) vs Henderson Cc 1
pm
Stewart Co (Tenn ) vs COvington
(Tenn ). 2.30 pm
Martin (Tenn ) Westview vs Calloway
Co 4 p.m

three-point line. accompanied
by 27 rebounds, 14 fouls, four
assists, 19 turnovers and one
steal.
Starting the second half with
a fresh breath and a lead of 2716, the Lady Lakers quickly fell
into the same gusto they showed
in the second quarter.
"Our guards did a good job of
our perimeter defense and stopping them, and I like how we
went from defense to offense in
our transitions and got a lot of
easy layups," Sivills said.
In the second arid third quarters, the Chargers seemed to
cave under the defensive pressure placed on them from
Sivills' resolute team but in the
fourth
quarter. Covington
played with forceful aggression
demonstrated through a game
total of 14 personal fouls against
the Lady Lakers.
Despite the ups and downs.
Sivills said he was proud of the
way the team maintained a cool
attitude.
"With a veteran basketball
team. I emphasized after the
game I was very impressed with
II See LADY LAKERS, 12

By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Editor
MARTIN. Tenn.
11 perfor:Twices such as Tuesday's are
what Murray State can come to
expect front its big men in Ohio
'alley Conference play, that
would be just tine with head
coach Billy Kennedy.
The Racers got strong outings
from Ivan Aska. Shawn Jackson
and Ed Daniel in a 66-54 win at
Tennessee-Martin to compensate
for a first-half that was less than
stellar on the pan of their guards.
Aska came off the bench for
the fourth-straight game and
sLored a team-high 14 points
while grabbing five rebounds.
Jackson added nine points and
Daniel poured it: eight.
All told, Murray State's post
pli.yers combined for 22 (il the
Racers' first 26 points and helped
MSU outscore UTM 40-24 in the
paint for the game.
"I think the post guys are why
we won the game tonight.- said
senior guard B.J. Jenkins."If they
could come out and dominate
every night like that, it would be
great for us.''
Kennedy wasn't pleased with
the play of his guards early as the
Skvhawks were able to set the
tone on the perimeter. hut the
fifth-year head coach said he felt
the Racers had an advantage on
the inside they could exploit.
"We penetrated and got them
the ball, and those four guys did .1
good job of finishing." he said
"That's an advantage we're going
to have in conference against
most teams we play, and it was
good to see."
The Racers had to come back
from what was a nine-point
deficit with 15:51 left to play in
the second half to secure their
fourth-consecutive victory and go
into the holiday break with positive momentum.
UTM shot 65 percent from the
field in the first half and consisently heat the Racers' guards
on dnbbie penetration.
While MSU's post players
kept the Racers in the game, senior guards Jenkins and Isacc
Miles both failed to score over the
first 20 minutes of play.
"I just think I was being a little
p,sive early," said Jenkins, who
finished with 11 points and
knocked down two crucial threepointers down the stretch.
"We (guards) didn't really get
in a groove the first half. But I
came out the second hail, Just
being patient, waiting for my shot
to come, and knocking it down."
Kennedy's assessment was a
little harsher.
"I thought (Martin's) guards
set the tone.' he said. "I thought
they were more aggressive. In the
first half, they were really good
physically and we had a hard time
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TOMMY IIIILLAAL:
Murray State forward Shawn Jackson makes a move in the post against the tense of
Tennessee-Martin's Pierre Mopo during Tuesday night's game at the Elarnenter in
Martin, Tenn. Jackson scored nine points and pulled down three rebounds 15 minutes of playing time in the victory.

S. III.-Edwardsville at
Murray State

TOMMY
ILLARO

Whin: 7 30 p m Dec 30
Where: CFSB Center
Radio: WFGS 103 7 FM
Records: SIU-E 2-11 MSU 8-4 (2-1,
OVC)
Last meeting: MSU won 86-49 in
Murray in 2010
Series record: MSU leads 6-1

Leif 8. Times

War Aska
goeup for
this shot
aginst
TenisseeMa in's
Anres
Irartabal
duing
Tuefay's
gamtAska
score
a
tearfhigh
14
oints
and (fleeted
five
rebouds.

stopping the dribble penetration."
The Racers never panicked.
however, scoring six-straight
points to cut Martin's lead from
39-30 to 39-36.
The momentum began to
swing when UTM guard Terence
Smith was assessed a technical
for hanging on the rim after a
dunk that gave the Skyhawks the
nine-point advantage.
B.J. Jenkins, who ranks fifth in
the nation in free-throw percentage. sank two from the line, then
hit a long jumper from just inside
the three-point line to cut the lead
to three.
MSU's guards continued to
N See RACERS, 11

Deese, Nesbitt spark Tiger vi tor3d
MIIIM

DIGS OUT OF
EA RI A HOLE, HEADS
TO 1101.11).VAS WITH
MOMENT( M

By RICKY MARTIN
Assistant Sports Editor
Replacing senior guard Mane Foster
was the last thing Murray High head
coach Ron rireene wanted to do before
Christmas

Lucky for Greene, Daniel Nesbitt was
up for the challenge.
The sophomore guard stepped into the
starting lineup Tuesday night in place of
Foster, who went down in practice this
week with a deep bone bruise in his left
arm, and filled in quite nicely in place of
the man responsible for about half of the
Murray High offense this season.
Tied at 47 with 3:34 left in the fourth
quarter Tuesday night against Hickman
County. Nesbitt buried a three-pointer.
giving the Tigers the lead and eventually

St/
Beef 0 B
Pete
oursville 11 Si

National Ba
All
FASTER
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Up Next

PRI' 1' BONS BASKETBALL: MURR 11 57, HICKMAN CO. I

i‘drlor & I 11111,',

Murray junior
To
Williams battles for posiagainst
tion
Hickman
County's
Justin Jackson
while Kedrian
Thomas goes
for the steal
Tuesday night
Tiger
at
Gymnasium.

KME Clam
Neiillan.I
Di
St.
Heidland
m

the win, 57-51.
Greene said itiVas what Nesbit did
before the shot. ha/ever. that impresed
him most.
tell you wat I like best abou it,
and we talked abut this after the
Greene said. "Doll missed th irst
three of those threpointers tonig t. but
he still had the cou c to shoot thi t one.
"We have never d him not to shoot
because he is a guy I can make a three",See

TI
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KME Classic (at Trigg Co 1
0,11,1I
Paducah Tilghman Christmas burn
Hopk•mk• v. Maytw-1,1 50
Franklin SI171(,S. ill 62 Mayfield ar-i
Paducah Lighman
amion
46
Paducah Todhirrac '5 1,.,,Ingstort
Costtral
Twin Lakes Holiday Classic (at
Clinton Co.)
Madison Southern 5; Ballard Memorial
ea
Ballard Memorial 51 Lou Holy Cross
41
Clinton Co 59 Calloway Co 41
TlmePieee Classic (at Graves Co.)
Heath 49. Dyersburg (Tenn ) 41
Marshall Co 93. Graves Co 57 ron
Today
KME Classic (at Trigg Co.)
Reidland vs Dawson Spriaqs 9 a m
Reidlaed vs Stewart Co i Tenn 4 15
pm
Twin Lakes Classic fat Clinton Co.)
2
Calloway S., vs Ballard
pro
Prep Girls Basketball
Tuesday
Heritage Monk Hardwood Classic
MI Calloway Co)
'..r
Calloway Co 54
Henderson Co 52. Gra,e5
KM( Classic (at Trigg Co)
Lone Oak 83. Trigg Co 51
Lady Bomber Classic
(al Ballard Memorial)
Ballard Memorial 64 Livingston Central
39
Obion Co Central Tenn )87 Marshall
Co 62
Dyersgurg (Tenn )68 Ballard Memorial
66
Marshall Co 58 Crittenden Co 57
'Midland Christmas Tournament
Lyon Co 66 Reidiand 51
Russellville 55 Fulton Co 33
Republic Bank Classic
(at Lexington Catholic;
Murray 46 LOU Central 40
Kenton Cousty Classic
Simon Kenton 60 Paducan Tfrihical
39
Today
Heritage Bank Hardwood Classic
Graves Co vs Clarksville (Tenn
Norlhwist 11 30 a.m
Calloway Co vs Martin (Tenn I
Weetview 4 p m
KME Classic (at Trigg Co.)
Lone Oak vs LaRtie Co 10 45 a m
Lone Oak vs Allen Co -Scottsville 2 30
fn
Kenton County Classic
Pniue,th Taonmen vs Dixie Heights
r
2 30 p ,
Fu=nd C stmas Tournament
land 6 p m
Basketball
Tuesday
Murray St 66. Tennessee-martin 54
Austin Polly 86. Morehead St 85(0T)
Eastern Ilknors 61. Jacksonville St 54
Tennessee St 62 Eastern Kentucky 49
';outtle,ist M1',Y,(11, 5 77 Tennessee
Ter r, •r
Stale Basketball
Today
Wiri,hr(,L) ii KerTuk n ri
E SPN
otostmlle .11 Western Kenn',
Times
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State football
Tuesday
Beef G Brady s Bowi (at St
Petersburg. Fla )
11)1,y,

National Basketball Association
All Times CST
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W
L Pc! GB
22 4 846
7
16 12 571
11 17 393
12
10 18 357
13
9 20 31014 1/2
Southeast Division
W
L Pct GB
12
21
9 700
Allan' •
18 12 600
3
Orlan,I,,
4
16 12 571
Chad 7.'
11
9 19 321
Wash•r•,;1
7
19 269
12
Central Division
W
L Pct GB
Chi( ,•
17 9 654
Indiana
13 14 481 4 1 2
Milwaukee
11 16 407 6 1 2
Ifetroit
9
9 19 321
10
8 20 286
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Southwest Division
W
L Pct GB
24
3 889
--

.5 1421 1 1 2
-'3
16 12 571 8 1,2
,1t,f
13 15 46411 1 - 2
Mornpl,
12 17 414
13
Northwest Division
W
L Pet GB
20 9 690
20 9 690
()Prise,
16 10 615 1 1
('oilland
15 14 517
Minnesota
14
6 23 207
Pacific Division
W
L Pct GB
t. A Lakers
8 724
21
Phoenix
13 14 481
7
10 18 35710 1 ,2
Golden Slate
L A Clippers
8 21 276
13
Sacramento
5 21 19214 1 2
TUaiedey's Gomm
Oklahoma City 99 Charlotte 8
Dallas 105 Orlando 99
Chicago 121 Phiadelphia 76
New Jersey 101 Memphis 94
Golden State 117 Sacramento 109 OT
Mewaukee 98 L A Lakers 79
Wednesday's Games
Cleveland at Atlanta 6 p m
Detro,t .tt lU tnto fi p m
Pt.1 7t‘• '
•
1
• '
uo,r ,t 100,10,,
Fl,
p in
Sew Jersey at New Orleans
Donve, dl San Antonio % 30 p m
Houston at L A Clippers 9 30 0 in
Thursday's Games
San Antonio at Orlando. 7 pro
Milwaukee at Sacramento, 9 p
Miami at Phoenix. 9-30 p m
Bowl Glance
All Times CST
Saturday. Dec 18
New Mexico Bowl
At Albuquerque
BYU 52 UTEP 24
Humanitarian BOVII
At Bois* Idaho
Northern Illinois 40 Fresno State I •
New Orleans Bowl
Troy 48 Ohio 21
Tuesday, Dec 21
Beef 0 Brady s Bowl
At St. Petersburg. Fla
t ouisville 31
Wednesday, Dec 22
MAACO Bowl
Al Las Vegas
iii rESP#4)
Thursday. Dec. 23
Poinsettia Bowl
At San Diego
San Diego State (8-4) vs Navy (9-31 %
pm IESPN)
Friday. Dec. 24
Hawaii Bowl
Al Honolulu
Hawaii 110-31 vs Tulsa 19-31 7 pm
agSPN$
Sunday. Dec 26
LIttte Caesars Pizza Bowl
At Detroit
Toledo (8-4) vs Fionda International 16
6) 7 30 p m (ESPN)
Monday, Dec. 27
Independence Bowl
Al Shreveport, La.
Georgia Tech (6-6) vs Air Force (8 41 4
pm fESPN21
Tuesday. Dec 28
Champs Sports Bowl
At Orlando, Fla.
North Carolina State (8-41 vs West
Virginia (9-3). 5 30 pro (ESPNI
Insight Bowl
Al Tempe. Ariz
. I A I
MISSOUri 11
9p m
iESPN)
Wednesday. Dec 29
Magary Bowl
At Washington
East Carolina (6-6) vs Maryland i8-4i
1 30 p m IFSPN)
Texas Bowl
Al Houston
Baylor (7-5) vs Illinois (6-6) 5 p
IESPNit
Alamo Bowl
At San Antonio
Arizona (7-5) vs Oklahoma State i1021. 8 15 pm (ESPN)
Thursday, Dec. 30
Armed Forces Bowl
At Dallas
SMU (7-6) vs Army (6-6) 11 am
(ESPN;
Pinstripe Bowl
At Bronx, N.Y.
Syracuse 17-5i vs Kansas Stale 11 51
2 30 p m IFSPN)
Music City Bowl
At Nashville, Tenn.
North Carolina (7-5) vs Tennessee i6
Si 5 40 p m (ESPN)
Holiday Bowl
At San Diego
Nebraska ;10-31 vs Washington th-61
p in (FSPF•11
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51()I ene ad

Classic at Lexington Catholic

in the fourth quarter. as the Lady

Brianna As erette led the tha•

'Tuesday. and pressed their way
victory
a
46-40
to
os er

'Tigers relied on their defense to

I.ouisville Central. moving their

!Mal period.

Tigers battled fatigue in their

mark to 3-1 in the tournament
and 6-3 overall.

Murray

outscore Central

halftime, hut tell behind by three

points,

The Lady Tigers will return

15-6 in the

the

and

take off for
to

the eourt next Tuesday against
Clinton County and Union City

Haley

tumor

while

18

with

was

nitlas

Christmas before returning

Janssen

guard

in the Lady Tiger Classic

Armstrong pitched in 12.

an

\ lour) user
State

gave Morehead State an M5-84
lead with Is seconds left. Terry
missed a nimper at the 009 mark
for the Gosernors I 8-6, 4-0) but
Edmonson was able to secure the
rebound. The winning play came
Deinonte

PREP BON

t

B

Harper. whose 34

points led the Eagles (6-6. 2-2).
' pointer at the end of reguhit a,

Calloway can't maintain early lead

Ian( in to send the game into us ertime tied 76-76. Neither team led
by more than six points in the

',AKERS FALL TO

Just tvr.ii points. grabbing a 33-

ot the tournament.

17 lead hv halftime.

CLINTON Cot \ I1.

Callowa)

game

Ballard defeated the Laker.

battled

48-42

141th

in

Calloway 's

second

game of the season.

Clinton County the remainder of

%II.L TAKE ON

Edmondson led the Gosernors
with 22 points. !skis in Baker had
19 and Terry 17

the game. hut could only keep

BALLARD NILN1.

pace, failing to gain any ground.

TODAN
Staff Nippon

led the Laker. ss ith 13 points,

Senior forward Blake Maness

Atter lumping out to a 15-9
lead at the end of the first quartet

night

Tuesday

fellow

while

against

Clinton ("aunty, the Calloway
County Lakers suffered through
a second quarter that proved too
much to osercome. falling 5941
in the third game of the Twin
Lakes Holiday Classic.

Biock

seniors

Simmons and Shawn Thompson
each added eight.
The

Laker.

start

hot

was

spaiked by connecting on three
three-point attempts in the first
quarter. but Calloway

finished

the night with only tour total.
Wayne

Stearns

led

the

smilman

Bulldogs with 22. scoring nine
in the decisise second quarter.

The Bulldogs went 11-t4-14
front the field during the second
quarter, while using a stifling
defense to hold the Lakers to

The

Lakers

will

have

a

at 2 p.m. today in the final game
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Murray State ow its:t1 a 29 If)

Racers finally ti&I the game on

advantage on the hoards, and

hack-to-hack aggressive transi-

offensive rebounding

Miles and

baskets from

tion

Isaiah Canaan.
Jenkins poured, in II

Ivo.101

slit& EP PLUMBING
753-4736

was ke\

again as it was against WKU.
The Racers pulled down

ChriCtrne.0

Thank you for making our business a success
this past year.

defensive end.-

step up down the snetch as the

2_70..761411XE
wwv,.GEARupicycLEs.com 1,9

Wewfd,0„.3
errg

rematch ‘1, ith Ballard Memorkil

•Racers

I I

Darren iic.)worcl

offensive hoards to Martin's foul

JO Ryon

)
half points while Caita4C:
eight.
"We•v e been

here before."

Jenkins said of the deficit out ot
/
1
4,
which the Racers dug. "We‘
down a lot of times last year.
our core group knows what we
have to do -- keep fighting until

•-:pgpfeRs:.AUTOMCPTIVE
PREOWNED SPECIALS

there are all zeros on the clock.Kennedy had expressed concern coming into the game that
his squad could be in fur a potential letdown coming off an emotional

win

over

2006 CHEVROLET
SILVERADO Z-71 4X4

2008
PONTIAC G6

105,000 MILES

Kentucky Saturday and keeping
in

mind

the

2010 CHEVROLET
CAMARO
14,000 MILES
Leath,
19' A ,

Western

Whee
Stk
#P7709

approaching

Christmas holiday.
He said he would have like))
see more of a sense of urgent) ,
the first half, especially from his
seniors.
"That's going to get us beat,"
he said. "We should tr: concerned

$16,895 $13,995 $25,895

good team and good experience.

2007 NISSAN
ALTIMA S

but we've got to play with more

71,000 MILES

(when we get down). We shouldn't panic. I think we've got a

of a sense of urgency on the

Murray State (8-4)- Aska 14 Ganda'
12 Jenkins 11 Jackson 9. Daniel 8
McClain 4 Miles 4 Poole 2 Long 2
FG: 27-48 3-pt.: 2-8 FT: 10-15
Rebounds: 29 Turnovers: 16
Tennessee-Martin (4-8)- Smith 20
King 9 Simmons 9 lrarrazabal 5. Who
•,
2 Clayton 1
FG In a. 3-pt 2-6 FT: 16-20
Rebounds: 16 Turnovers: 17

2009 PONTIAC G6 2010 CADILLAC
GT CONVERTIBLE
DTS
18,000 MILES

20.000 MILES

TO.
PW/PL,
CD, Tinted
Windows
Stk
#P7696

Murray State
26 40 -- 66
Tennessee-Marlin 28 26 - - 54

2008
PONTIAC G8

Heat,
)"
Wriee
Moonr,
Stk
#P7'11

2008 DODGE
2003 CHEVROLET
NITRO SLT 4X4 AVALANCHE Z-71
38,000 MILES

20.000 MILES

97,000 MILES

18' Alloy
Wheels,
Moonroof.
Tinted
Windows
Stk
stP7693

Christmas Eve
Candlelight Service

$24,395 $19,995 $14,995

with
Lessons, Carols, Communion & Candlelight

2008 MERCURY
2010 JEEP
COMMANDER SPORT MARINER PREMIER

at First Christian Church
Dec. 24, 2010•8 P.M.

21,000 MILES

79,000 MILES

2010 DODGE
JOURNEY SE
3.000 MILES
Automatic
PW PL

/resed

'

#C10220A

Nursery Care Provided
Special Offering for Kids Against Hunger

$22.795
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after a timeout by each team.

_
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Ohio

M1-8

,Atter Kenneth EarietTs dunk

for Central with 14.
home

Sophomore
Starks led

The Lady Tigers led 22-20 at

forced

High

\l'i

last-Wit/11d lay up

In ii\ernine. ott an .1''.1st from
gas e
I . Shv..111
I .dini.n.i)11,

final game of the Republic Bank

five

Is.

out

Peay edges
Morehead
in OT

Valle) (

Ilect-

NI did

.ri

mind

BI\I IB.11 I.

()\

.111111t ,l

coming out flat to open the sec •

3-1 ti-
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State Auto
InsurancY

Prep Boys Basketball
Tuesday

I
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Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S 12th St.• Murray, KY•534415

IB

Lady Tigers rely on defense for fourthquarter rally over Louisville Central

'porisorp41 RN

.
Van Haveratock

11ednesday. December 22. 2010 • II

First
Christian
Church
musray, Kentucky

111 N. Fifth St. • Murray
(Across from City Hall)
270-753-3824

4
,I

98,995

Disclaimer All prices plus lax tills and license add tionll
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From Page 10
pointer. its he showed. hut that
one was Ng. it was huge for
tis."
Nesbitt v% asn't the onls Tiger
who stepped up fuesday night,
I ow eSet.
Junior guard Kendall Deese
dropped a game high .1 on 8for- 1 I shooting .ind a 9- for- I I
performance from thc free
throw line. m a Bight where
Greene said someone f row his
squad had to step up.
Deese certamls answered the
tall
"1 thought Kendall wally
stepped up." Greene said. "He
showed sonic 'cadetship both
mentalls and phssicalls tonight.
And he took over the hallgame
and he santed the hall."
It was what Deese did &fenho‘% c% el. that may have
been the difference in the game.
Hickman County jumped out
to an earls 10-1 lead. and led
the Tigers IS-9 near the end or
the first quarter. ss ith 11r, k man
County junior Kesh Lio I holm!s
leading the charge.
The Tigers hauled hack to
grab the lead More halftime.
and both Deese and Greene
wanted to make sure it stayed
thay sia.
sald that it someone was
: oing to heat us. it wasn't going
to be (Thomas)." Greene said.
-And at me end of the game.
Kendall told me he wanted to
go man and he wanted Thomas,
asked if he was sure and
he said. •Posinse. So I told him
to go do it. and Kendall was
there on him the rest of the
game."
11ICI1/4111d11
led
Thomas
County with 25 points. but was

held to lust three points in the
mid quarter.
Trailing 20-11 early in the
second quarter. Deese hit a
three pointer. followed by
Nesbitt completing a threepoint plas to bring the Tigers to
within three
Deese then scored the nest
nine rslui Lis High points. gis
their first lead of
ing thc I •
_`4 with 2:4S left
the
lead they :awed
in th it I
into the 10.1,l room at t2. fr
In the third quarter. Murray
High resemhled the squad that
tell behind big early. falling
behind hs as Ina11‘ as st‘. but
hauling hack to bring the game
to is ithin one entering the final
period
Mum,' High the(' .1 10 ;
to close out Ito,
sparked h the tic shin three
- that is as .1 Wall slots sl.,I
101 11s. falling behind the is
we did."(ireene said ''I thought
our gus s showed a lot of
courage though. and they really
worked hard for the s ictory."
Mturay High was without
the sers ices of Foster hes ause
of the injury. hut also played
is idiom Cedric Cheri s for a
majority of the contest. Cherry
hauled foul trouble calls before
es entually fouling (nit with
ses en minutes left in Me game
is ith Ilse points.
Playing without iss of his
starters for most of the game.
Greene said afterward Mat his
team "g new a little.- especialls
his younger players.
"Sergio Perry stepped up
tonight lot us. and I thought that
Nesbitt stepped up as well he
said. "Kendall had. 1 think, his
hest game of the seal. and took

Hickman Co. (2-0 —

Thomas 25
Harpole 10 Jackson 4 Jones 4 Kimball
4 Speed 4
2-pt.: 8 14 3-pt.: 1-6 FT: / 13
Turnovers: 9
Murray (2-5) — Deese 31 Nesbitt 9
Wail.i111S 6 Cherry 5. Fields 3 Perry 3
2-pt: l
8 3-pt.! 3-9 FT. 18 79
Turnovers'

CITIZENSHIP
QUOTATIONS
• No one is born a
good citizen; no
nation is born a
democracy. Rather,
both are processes
that continue to
evolve over a lifetime. Young people
must be included
from birth. A society
that cuts off from its
youth severs its lifeline.
—Kofi Annan

SANTA PEPPERS
GIFT TO YOU!
We Won't Let a Penny Stand in Our Way'
ALL CEO 2011

CD 2011

TOYOTA CAMRYS

TOYOTA TUNDRA
4X4 CREW MAX PU
Rock Warrior Edition'
Auto 5 IL V8 Sunroof loaded Stk aTT1142

$29500
for 60

CHECK OUT THE
GREAT LEASING
SPECIAL ON NEW
TOYOTAS
ALL NEW TOYOTAS
RECEIVE 2 YEARS
COMPLIMENTARY
SERVICE SOLD
THIS MONTH;
ALL CD 2010

TOYOTA COROLLA LE
$19000
or

Toyota
Rebate

for 60 Mos.**

Toyota
Rebate

or

for
60 Mos.**
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FRED GOODALL
At' sports Writer
S F. PETFRSIll IRG. Ha.
(AP) Charlie Strong is making
good on his pledge to turn around
the Louisville Cardinals.
A lot sooner than sonic people
expected. too.
Justin Burke threw for two
touchdowns and Jeremy Wright
scored on a 95-yard kickoff
return Tuesday night to help
Louisville
beat
Southern
Mississippi 31-28 in the Beef'0'
Brady's Bowl and finish its first
winning record in four years.
"It's so hig, just from where
we started out." said Strong, the
foimer Florida defensive coordinator who took over the
Cardinals last December, inheriting a team that went 4-8 and lost
its of seven games in the Big
Last in 2(109.
"Nobody ever gave us a
chance. And to watch this football team tight through so much
adversity. go work so hard,
develop trust, develop commitment - that's what it's all about.
getting a foundation within this
program."
Burke tossed scoring passes to
II yards to Cameron Graham and
10 yards to Josh Chichester while
the Cardinals (7-6) were overcoming an early I4-point deficit.
then produced a go-ahead field
goal in the fourth quarter.
Austin Davis threw 205 yards
and two touchdowns to become
Southern Mississippi's career TD
pass leader, moving ahead of
Brett Favre and Lee Roberts in
the Golden Eagles record book
with 53 in three seasons.
The Southern Miss quarterback also scored on a I7-yard
reception from receiver Quentin
Pierce.
Wright's long kickoff return
made it 28-all early in the fourth
quarter. Chris Philpon's 36-yard
field goal gave the Cardinals their
first lead with 6:30 remaining.
"It was amazing. I just thank
all the people that were blocking
for me." Wright said. "We needed a game changer, and we were
.ihle to do that all together."
Davis completed 19 of 32
- including TD throws of
32 yards to Pierce and 8 yards to
Zeke Walter, for the Golden
Eagle- .x-5)
By

EXP1112 MA.3 VIII

Plus

IS\ 11.1.1% 31, SOI lilt RN Miss 2S

I.ong kickoff return helps
Cardinal S beat Southern Miss

charge like we hoped he would.
-I was excited for the win. I
was excitet! for the kids and
told them it makes Christmas
das itea a Mlle more palatable
than is hat it has been."
Muiray High will have a
one-hour practice tomorrow
before
picking
up after
Christmas on Dec. 28 against
Livingston Central at the
Reidland
Christmas
Tournament.

TOYOTATHON
SALES EVE
Toyota
$750 Rebate

)1"S BOWL: i.01

ALL NEW 2011

TOYOTA RAV4s

$500 TRCEBAIt
OR 1.9% FOR 60- MONT
- HS

ALL NEW 2010

TOYOTA PRIUS
TOYOTA
$1 9000 REBATE
OR 0% FOR 60 MONTHS

ALL CD 2011

TOYOTA AVALONS
$11 9000

RebateToyota
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well.

-The one main emphasis we
talked about was defense," he
said. "I thought we made
(Covington) do some different
things offensively. I know their
inside player, Carruthers, really
showed out in the first half and
we did a good job of containing
her, she got hot for awhile and
we found a way to stop that."
Averee Fields was top scorer
of the game, earning 16 points,
And using every inch of her sixti-tall frame to block the
Chargers offense and steal the
ball three times.
"We made quality passes at
key times," Sivills said. "I like

-II I i•
FINANCE sEft%
VS
CHRIS 0 MEARA

In addition to becoming the
Southern Miss career TD pass
leader, the junior moved into second place on the school's career
passing list with 7.396 yards -- 299 short of the 7,695 Favre
threw for front
1987-90.
Meanwhile, Desmond Johnson
scored on a 62-yard run and finished with a season-high 107
yards rushing.
"Definitely a very tough loss
for our football team," Southern
Miss coach Larry Fedora said.
"They're always tough when
they're close and you realize that
you're a play away here or a playaway there. It's kind of been that
way for us this season with our
five losses."
Bilal Powell rushed for 75
yards for Louisville — well
below his season average of.
120.9 -- however the 2I5-pound
senior was instrumental in helping the Cardinals exhaust most of
the clock after finally- taking the
lead.
Although they were meeting
for the first time in a howl game.
there's a long history between the
former conference rivals.
The Cardinals and Golden
Eagles faced each other every
season from 1978 to 1991 and

both were members of ( ! SA
1996 to 2004, the season before
Louisville moved to the Big East.
Southern Miss scored on its
first two possessions.
quick 14-0 lead on Pierce-, II)
reception and Johnson's long run
that left Louisville's defense,
which ranked 11th nationally
during the regular season, looking sluggish and bewildered.
The Cardinals didn't flinch.
though. methodically climbing
back into the game with help
from
linebacker
Antwone
Canady's fumble recovery, which
set up Powell's 6-yard touchdown run and enabled Louisville
to pull even at 21-all late in the
first half.
Strong took over a team that
many picked to finish last in the
Big East. He wound up being cocoach of the year after a 3-4 finish in the conference, achieved
despite not having starting quarterback Adam Homan for the
team's lout games in November.
"He turned this program
around. And this game is important for us seniors, but it's very
important for this program,"
Burke said. "It's a statement
game ... that this program is really going to go up."

Westview I had a shootout a
the - balance scoring offensively.
and, even though Averee only couple weeks ago and we went
had 16 points, we had some down there and beat them on
other kids step up and make their home floor" he said. "I
some big time shots for us at key think in the back of their mind,
they probably have a little bit of
times. so great balance."
One of those players stepping revenge and they want to get in
up for the team was Taylor the finals against us. so it's very,
Futrell, the Player of the Game very important that we protect
who joined Fields in double- our home floor."
Sivills said the Lady Lakers
digit scoring with II points, one
rebound. one steal, two will try to carry their momentum
into tonight's game.
turnovers and three assists.
"We try to bring in the best
At the start of the fourth
quarter the score was 36-22, and competition to prepare us for the
in less than three minutes. the new year coining up and we've
Lady Lakers were up by 20 just got to continue to get better.
points. Covington made a continue to do what we're doing
valiant attempt to lessen the and hopefully find a way to win
lead, but the Lady Lakers were tomorrow.''
too far ahead, and in the end, Calloway Co
10 17 9 18
54
served the Chargers a spoonful Covington Term 8 8 8 9
of defeat with a final score of
Calloway Co.(9-0) — F ields 16 T
54-31
Futrell 11 A Futrell 8 Smotherman
Now shilling their focus to Cunningham 4 Maness 1
the next game. the Lady Lakers 2-pt.: 20-45 3-pt.: 4-10 FT: 10-15
Turnovers: 10
will face a tough opponent in
Martin (Tenn.) Westview in Covington — Carruthers 14 Harvey 4
tonight's championship, and Payne 4. Somerville 4 Grigg.; 3 Vanpelt
2
Sivills said they are preparing to 2-pt: 13-44 3-pt.: 1 7 FT: 4 6
Turnovers: 19
battle.

Tues, Dec 21: 10-6
Wed. Dec 22: 10-6
Thurs. Dec 23: 10-6
CLOSED Christmas Eve
CLOSED Christmas Day

fo
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Looking to Help All Military Peisonnet and College Grads with
Their Automotive Needs? ON-THE-SPOT FINANCING!
www.clickpeppers.org

Sat 8AM-5PM
2420 E. WOOD STREET • PARIS, TN • 1-800-325-3229 • 731-642-3900
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Southern Mississippi cornerback Marquese Wheaton
strips the ball away from Louisville wide receiver Andrell
Smith during the Beef '0' Brady's Bowl Tuesday in St.
Petersburg, Fla.
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From Page 10
their corip.sure," he said. "This
team played us as hard defensively as we've seen a team all
year long, they are a very athletic team and I like how our kids
just relaxed and ran our
offense."
Placing weight on the value
()lid defensive performances
!tom start to finish. Sivills said
the team executed the defense

made

Id
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['hence 146 111 feet

West to stake at well house thence East bark to Center Ridge
Approximately 130 feet to stake thence Autos:, Center Road on East hound:ars ol

Wallace Willoughby Stake up to Dilriels011 fence due East to stake approxiniateli.
4 feet thence straight down hill due South to another stake on Center Ride..
Road, 499 feet and being 5 acres more or less
VURTIIER being described hy C Thomaa Dowdy. Professional Land Surveyor
No 3222, on July la. 2000 as follows
Legal desicription of a tract of land situated approximately 11 miles northeast of
the City of Murray, in the County of Calloway. State of Kentucky being a part rut
Section 33, Township 3, Range it East. and being Tract I of su Minor Subdo Isom
Plat of the Timothy Walls and Sue Walls property of record in Plat Book 29 nage
11, Slide 2757, and being further detwrilwd as follows
Beginning at a 1/2" diameter rebar found on the south hank of Snipe Creek. in
the south line of the Will Utterback property (Deed Hook 245. Page 1491, being
the northeast corner of the Tract I described herein.
thence south 06' 02 20" east 134 611' to a point in the centerline of Center Reba'
Road the northeast corner of the Wallace Willoughby property Deed Book 329
Page 2991.

42' 17" west 38 r;:1 to an

angle point.

16 T
rman 5

0-15

iarvey 4
3 Vann..

Being the Ailtile• property conveyed to Bruce Greer, it ux , try deed front Myr!
Maddox. dated May 10, 2001. of record in Hook 3M1, Page 452, in the offire ut
I'lerk of the Calloway County Court

Owner.. with Elkins line. atorth 71° 4M' 23" west 42 26 to the southeast ironer
the remaining I.ucy Walls property (Deed Book 152, Caul 2943),

thence, with Iltterhatk a south line and with the south bank of Snipe Creek the
following bearung and distances.

This tract uontains 5 2132 acres, hut is subject however to the right rife i
Center Ridge Road, and any easement which may he of record
Being in all respects the sante property conveyed tut Timothy Walls and wife. Sue
Walls by Deed dated the 23rd day if June, 2000 and of record in Deed Book 319
Page 4914 in the Office of the Calloway County Court Clerk
ALSO INCLUDED '2000 Buccaneer 214 a 644 mobile home, Model 445416. Serial
#ALBUS38896AB
The aforementioned property shall he sold on a cash usr credit basis of thin
day14 but if sold on a credit of 30 days the purchaser shall be required to make
bond with sufficient sureties to Recur.. payment of the purchase price, said bond
hearing interest at 12'4 per annum from the date of sale antil paid, and fully due
Ind payable in thirty days A hen shall he retained on the property as addition
.41 securite All delinquent taxes shall he ascertained and paid hut shall be sold
subject to the current ad valorem taxes

Murray Massage. .
by Patty_ Reyes, :EMT'.
.

Clirwrnas

(!itt-t cof 1tcs
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Notice

GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Ely

virtue of an In Rem

Default

DEFENDANT:s

Judgment and Order of Sale entered h., the
I he

Judgment of the Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $72.4414 05, plus inter
est. I shall proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the. City of MUrra%
(.4illOWilV County. Kentucky. to the highest bidder. at public auution run TUPPthi%
January 4, 2011, at the hour if 10 00 am local time, or thereabout, the following described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky. with its address
(wing 1413 Applewood Drive, Murray. KY 42071, and being more pun ticularly
described as billows
Being a part of a tract of land situated in the County of Calloway,
ummonwealth of Kentucky, Section 36. Townahip 2. Range I East. and being
more fully deacribed as furl.ows to•wit
Commencing at the southeast corner of Lot Number II our shown on an
unrecorded Plat of Survey of the division of the Bucy property, said point HIS°
being located on the West right-of-way line of Overby Road, thence, South 2 deg
011' 00" West. and following the West right of way line of Overby Road, 41 79 feet
to the point of beginning: thence. South 2 deg 00 00" West and following said
right-of. way 1769! feet, thence North H3 deg IM 20- West. 231 442 feet, thence
North 20 deg. 46' 00" East, 10 21 feet, thence North :15 deg .571)0" East, 11)8914
feta. thence North 56 deg 31' 05" East. 199147 feet, thence South 714 deg 24' 20'
East, 70 72 feet to the piant of beginning

.04
74

Look
Who's
50
Today!
If you see him
wish him a
Happy
Birthday!

The aforena ntioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of'his t%
days. but if mild on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to
deposit with the commissioner twenty '20) percent of the purchase price, with
the balance to be paid in frill within thirty 1301 days. with sufficient surety bond
heanng interest at 1'2') per
from the date of sale until paid and fulls
due and payable in thirt I, days A lien shall be retained on the property as
additional security All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, hut
-ball be sold subject to the 21110 sinn .111 •tiluseuitient ad valoreni taxes
14th day of December. 21,111
Respectfully submitted.
N1 X W PARKER
\I

tet C.ottimiqsioner
(

F8ye'S Custom

imr

'YNTII1A .1 DAVIS. AND
BRANCH BANKING AND TRtST COMPANY,

Being the same pmpert v conveyed ttu Cynthia .1 Davis, by deed from Ron
Shoffner, et ux . dated August 17, 2007, of record in Book 717, Page 80, in the
,ufliu e of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court MAP 0 051-0-0115. 116

020

.

NOTICE OF SALE

VS

Customer
Service
Representative
Data Entry Clerk
Please submit your
resume to
careers achuckiones net
Visit
www chuckiones ret
for
complete
lob
descriptions
If hired applicants must
pass a background
check and drug screen

An Equal Opportunity Employer

TAKING
APPLICATIONS
Part-Time position for
Circulation Department
Must be able to work
early hours.
In
persons
should apply at
Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave.
Murray, KY

COMMUNITY Options
Inc • a national nonprofit dedicated to
empowering individuals WI developmental
disabilities is currently
seeking
Community
Support
Staff
in
Benton. KY FT. PT and
opportunities
Sub
available ,
Responsibilities
include assisting w,
daily living skills & the
development of inde
pendent community living, administering medication and complete
the appropnate documentation, and accompanying individual to &
from appointments /
activities H S diploma
GED, a valid Driver's
License w/ a good driving record and a clean
background
are a
mustl EOE Please submit
resume
to
Carla Spencer 45/ como
p org or fax to
270 906-2284

4-eft=

II

SALES P1100141E1.

• hilt 1 itil;
• t omptivr
'Expo
• I h1tfurl tiq PersimillITIO it 'nits
• Mint It,. 'Able to 'Wolk autfiodast

i t N,

91.ppf.y in.Person at

DELIVERY Tech needed at Aarons Sales
Lease Apply at store
1405 North 12th Street,
270-759-2393

305 ?-fort h 12th Street. 'Murray

his tract contains It 690 acres, more utr less

This 14th day of December, 2010
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W PARKER
Master Commisnioner
Calloway Circuit Court

•.

PLAINTIFF

..dloway Circuit Court on 11ctober 25, 21110, in the above cause tui

North 54' 27 22" east 141) 911 to an angle point.
North 142' 117. 56' east 129 14 titan angle point,
south 74 deg 26214" east 142 31 to an angle point.
North SI deg 21' 25" east 102 27' to the point of beginning

. ct'ii ,Ift

1 3 IMMONWEA1:1 11 OF KENTCCICt
ColiRT 1 /1-' JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COt TRT
Civil Action NO 111-C1-00096

ELat;STAR BANK. ESB.

2nd and 3rd shifts

Murray, KY 42071

•

it

thence. with Walla east line, north 21 514' 57" west luso 26 tii a 1/2' diameter
rebar set, northwest of a well house, in the mouth line of the Will l'tterhack prop
urt y.

Advertising Sales Position
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040-Z

The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of thirty
days, hut if wild on a credit of :10 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit
with the commissioner ten (10'h I percent of the purchase price, with the balance
to be paid in full within thirty 1301 days. with sufficient surety bond, bearing
interest at 12', per annum from the date of male until paid, and fully due and
payable in thirty days A hen shall he retained IM the property as FIddltIo11,11
aecurity All delinquent taxes shall be mwertained and paid. hut the properi
shall he sold subject to the current year ad valorem taxes

02 20

Jones
CA
Management Group is
accepting applications
for the following positions for a temporary
assignment
Positions available on

I he

south 67 29 '19" west 62 56' to the northwest corner of said Willoughby proper
thence, leaving said Road and with Willoughby m west line. mouth 06 deg
east 935 95' to a fence line lin Irate! Elkins' north property line.

BENCHMARK Foster
Become
a
Care
Foster
Professional
Parent
Direct deposit twice
monthly
Up to $68 per day reim
bursement
Free training f 24/7
support
$500 upon completion
certification
of the
process
Contact 270-210-3645
or 270-804-9549

Paid holidays and vacation. health and dental
Plans. salary plus commission. are all part of
an excellent benefit package.

Beginning at a point that is 1200 feet West of the Northeast turner of Grantor lands described in Deed Book 94. Page :177 in the office of the Calloway CountNr
Clerk The point if beginning is at the Smith right of way of Maddox Lane,
theme South 3142 105 feet to a stake. thence West and parallel to Maddox Lane
570 feet to a stake, thence North 3442 1 or, feet to a stake at the South right of
way usf Maddox Lane. thence East and along the South right of way of Maddox
lane 570 feet to the point if beginning This deed conveys the homeplace and
consists srf 5 .O'reM more Of less

ty,

ly to win

8 - 54
9
31

By virtue of a Default Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway
Circuit Court on Ortober 25. 2010, in the above cause. to satisfy the Judgment rut
the Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $53,317 NS. plus intereat, I shall pro
reed to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway
County. Kentucky, to the highest bidder at public auctiutn on Tuesday, Januar) 1
2011 at the hour of 10 00 a m , local tune. or thereabout. the following described
property located in Calloway County. Kentucky with its address lwing 221
Maddiux Lane Mumma KY 12071 and being more particularly described PS ft)]
loWn
Being a part of thou Northeast Quarter of Section Is. Township I. Range 5. I'. ea

fhis 8th day of December, 2010
Respectfully submitted.
MAX W PARKER
Master COTTIMIS•Oont.f
CalloA,V, Circuit Court

thence with the centerline of Center Ridge Road and withWilloughby's north
(Ow, the following bearings and distances,
:utouth 59

DEFENDANTS

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Default Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway
Circuit Court on November M. 2010, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment
of the Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $60,979 II plus interest. I shall
proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray Callow as
County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public noelam sin Tuesday .1amiso s I
2011. at the hour of tom a m , local time, or thereabout, the. following ile•
it
property heated in Calloway county, Kentucky. with its address being 147.1
Center Ridge Road, Murray. KY 42071 and being more particularly demented .1,
follows
On west side of Center Ridge Road. beginning at fence line marker adjoining
'Thomas land. hack 209 feet to stake

1

accepting resumes for the position of
Ads. ertising
Representat is e
Sales
Responsibilities for this position include set.% /Ling established accounts. developing advertising plans and developing new accounts in
Murray and surrounding areas. You must ergo)
working with the public and he self-motivated.
Prior sales experience is required. Degree in
Advertising. Marketing. or Pohk- Relations
preferred, but not required Salary will be
hosed on education and sales experience.

PLAINTIFF

BRUCE GREEK, AND WIFE,
ANGELIA GREEK. AND
CALLOWAY COITINITY, KENTUCKY.

"1-1MOTHY R WALLS, PAULA S WALLS
KLAS PROPERTIES LW,

Help Wanted

The Murray Ledger & 'fames is currently

NOTICE OF SAI.E

VS

Help Wanted

ADVERTISING SALES

TUE MURRAY BANK.

Iheaton

AndreII
y in St.

I

coMW)NwEArrii
KEN Fl
COURT ill" JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action Ni 10-C11-00442

I SHEEN TREE SERVICING, LW,
--dlIvESSOR SERVICER TO CONSECO
F !NANCE SERVICING CORP.

VISA

II

It

1111

020

060

Embroidery &
.Screen Printing

Notice

1604 Hwy 121
Bypa§s Murray
(270)7534743
Ishirtsitmtirraylty net

PADUCAH Day o
Night Real Estate 96/h
Licensing
Class
Begins
1-6-2011
Graduate few weeks
up to 12 months.
Location
Coldwell
Banker
Conference
Room, Exit 4. Pre-register
cash, check,
debit/credit cards, payment plan 270-2230789
American
Career
Training Real Estate
School, since 1992.
E •mail
deloiseadams tr) yahoo

NOTICE
Advertisers are
requested to check
the first insertion of
their ad for any error.
Murray Ledger &
Times will be responsible for only one
incorrect insertion
Any error should be
reported immediately
so corrections can
be made

Check us out on the Web!

ISS sturra%led.ler tom
r
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable. but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk Although
persons and cornpa
noes mentioned herein
are believed to be rep
utable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibil
ity whatsoever for their
,iettvities

YOUR

1
1
: KOILMDAY,:, 11
11 * SOLUTION! . 1
I

..

I

*

Give a gift subscription to the

1

I /LUGER &TN

SALES PERSONNEL
• Full & Part
Competitive salary. paid vacations and
generous emploVeti discounts. Retail experi
1111.1,.rre.(1

Apply in person at
:10.5 S. 121h Street, Murray

GRAPHIC Asst mood
ed with ai/Photoshop
experience,
Adobe
Excel, word & otners
Hours M-E 8-5pm
negotiable
Salary
Resume to Mgr. PO
Box 363, Murray 10
42071

:k:

ii

11,1

ESTEE LAUDER COUNTER MANAGER
• Full Time

ES

1

Home Delisery
Local Mail
5.30.00
3 mo.
$35.00
It mo.
$55.00 3 mu.
50•00 1
5105.00 6 mo.
I vr.
I yr.
S110.00
1
Rest of kWl'N

Iii Place

I
1

:it

111 KK tl

Help Wanted

2 people needed for
general cleaning $9
per hour depending on
experience
Hours
5 30pm until lob is
complete. Call Frank
Turkel' at 615-788
6984 or e-mail resume
to
FTurkallihritewayser
vice.com

i
* 1

*

till)
It mu.

578,54)
0
590.00

$120.00

1 yr

All Other Mail
Subscriptions
me.
$75.00
ft mu.
546.00
I yr.
5145.1K1

Money Or I 4-

Visa

1
I (\:111.1
1
I •-:t
Iii'.

1
1 •-;i 0.
I
II r\ nrrr.
N. I il On- i outset
1

I

s'.

pas inent

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box IMO
Murray, KY 42071
t
All (270) 753-1916

NI

ELtssiFiEns

14 • 1% vilocsilas. December 22, 2010

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE
All ize Units

MV R RAY
Safety and Regulation Compliance Coordinator
Pubis' Safety and Emergency Management
Department. Murray State University. Full-time
1 a month position to begin February 2011.
Qualifications Bachelor degree in Fire
Science. Occupational Safety and Health or in
a closely related field, such as Fire Protection,
Criminal Justice or Emergency Management.
Master's Degree preferred. Must have a thorough knowledge (>3 years of experience) in the
areas of fire detection and suppression sys
terns. fire safety, building codes. Occupation ii
Safety and Health Administration and other teoerat and state regulations and reporting laws
Must be detail oriented and have excellent
communication skills, both oral and written A
working knowledge of computer applications
required. Ability to work nights, weekends, hell
days and unscheduled incident responses is
required Responsibilities: Direct the insp.,
lion, testing and maintenance of the fire alarm
and sprinkler systems, specialized
detection/suppression systems. and extinguisher programs Perform fire safety inspections,
fire safety training, and manage fire and disaster drills. Respond to and assist in fire investigations. analysis, and mitigation Required to
operate within federal, state and local
Emergency Management systems. Must possess in-depth knowledge, training, and ab!Iity to
function within NIMS and provide technical
assistance to emergency services response
teams Additional duties as assigned.
Application Deadline: January 7. 2011 To
Apply Please visit www.morraystateiobs.com
Please attach a letter of application, resume,
and phone number/email information for 3 professional references.
Women and minorities are encouraged to
apply Murray State Uniyersi4 .w 0,70,11 ii
cation and employment odpontr; .111 1) 4A
employer

R&VPHTtC
AittIPS 1.11114c18

Sales Representative
Rudolph Tire is seeking self motivated, career
minded individuals to fill inside sales positions
within the Murray corporate headquarters
Past exposure to wholesale tire industry is not
required.
Applicants with computer (Word & Excel) and
telephone skills and experience in telephone
sales and/or marketing preferred.
Positions require attention to detail and ability
to work with customers, co-workers, and
management.

Submit resume to:
Jerry Green
Rudolph Tire
P.O. Box 69
Murray, KY 42071
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

75a-R995
150
Articles
For Saie
Case tractor(801 B),
real estate lots. Will
consider trades. 7534109. 227-1546
CHRISTOPHER'S
COINS has great bargains. Heart of Hazel
Trend-N and
Treasures. Free gifts
for kids. Buy and
appraise coins. 270753-4161
FOR SALE: 2 Color
older TV's. 1- 19 inch
$20, 1- 27 inch $30,
VCR
DVOs, and
Tapes. Call 270-2278721 after 4:00pm, it
interested in purchasing any or all

OH PAlO tane
housekeeping %/Lit
L °dee Apply in
person after 7:30PM
No phone calls.

PECO

Appliances

1

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD ELKINS

Si
(270)753-1713

tr05 E South 17ff)

FIREWOOD (270)2106267 Pick up or delivery
FIREWOOD delivered.
Call for prices 2931357 or 270 5sg 1424

DISCLAIMER
the
1,1p %anted- section
,
I classifieds
\k. hen ACCeSSing

Accepting
resumes
All sales careers
& other positrons
•
Send to
P0 Box 363
Murray. KY
42071

‘1,11

tti

NEEDED.
Foreman/Trimmer for
Trim Lift Crew, with
COL. 859- 314-8113
MCTA is hiring for a
Part-time
Transit
Drivers

511,111:1‘

I imes
ii'. if NMI

cS:

Ctigt,

, .111
t' .411:r

iegat duly.
its Murras
lob Inaings Thank you
090
Domestic & Childcare

We are looking for a
WANTED HOUSES &
that
hasperson
Offices to clean
integrity and good work
References
ethic
293-3253
Shift- 12:40pm-7:00pm
120
(4-5
approximately
Computers
I
days a week)
CDL and Non-COL
MDM COMPUTERS
positions
Service/Sales
Qualifications
are
Repairs/Upgrades
Must be at least 21
759 3556
years old
140
Driver r,
Valid
KY
Want to Buy
License
High•School Diploma
ANTIQUES. Cal! I.Arry
or GED
753-3633
No moving (traffic) violations in the past 2 GOOD used air condiyears
tioner, stove, refrigeraNo drug or alcohol tor, electric & gas
charges within 7 years.
heater, storm windows
Spanish a plus
753-4109
All qualified applicants
Buying & Selling
must pass a preold U.S. Coins,
testing
employment
Collections &
before being considCurrency Silver
ered any further.
dollars, halves,
DOT Drug and Alcohol
quarters, dimes,
Test
gold coins, proof
DOT Physical
sets & mints sets
CPR and First Aid
Randy Brandon
Criminal Record Check
293-6999
TITLE VI NOTICE OF
PROTECTIONS
AGAINST DISCRIMINATION
Please submit applica
Arecies
tion at Murray Calloway
For Sale
Transit Authority located at 1111 Transit Bowflex Ultimate 2
Way
Home Gym. Like new.
753-9725 EEO
$1.400. 270-436-2667

Calloway Garden
Essex Downs
Apartments
; 605 Diuguid Dris,

_
Rentals
GARLAND
presently has two bedroom apartments available. Call for your
appointment
today.
270-753-2905..
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for 1 & 2br units.
Rent basea on income.
impairment
Mobility
Phone:
accessible
492-8721.
Mon
&
Thurs
10-12pm. TDD No.
1-800-648-6056. Equal
Housing Opportunity.
Extremely nice one
bedroom in Hazel. We
pay the electric bill,
water, trash and furnish all appliances
including washer &
dryer. Only $550/mo.
You won't find a nicer
or cleaner apartment!
(270)492-8211
NEAR university. Like
new large 2BR C/H/A.
Low utilities. Quiet.
What you've been
looking for. $450
deposit
(270)978-0913

.1

will bc
iri lohleissi'ii ii
Fls
lob
A1'111.15
III .11I5a1 on
thp,ss
tioNke‘et, .1 national
vod,ate not all
ii lwimet,,,th
ll Clthb,nyli

,s1 Full FAo Rent Free

Equal oppoituott

r

Help Wanted

\'

2BR, 2 full bath duplex,
all appliances & washer & dryer, cable &
furnished
water
$600/month, no pets
753-2225.
2BR, C/H/A, all appliances, large master
bedroom, deck, & lawn
maintenance. Coleman
RE 270-753-9898
4BR, C/H/A, all appliances. Coleman RE
753-9898.

IHR & 213K Api,
270-753-M55e
TDD 1-800-545-1/433
Ext. 2113

HAY for sale
$3.001 Bale
753-1287

060
H•lp Wanted

wt.<

2002 Clayton, 16x80
3BR. 2BA, vinyl siding,
extra clean Excellent
condition.
270-4892525
2BR & Lot, $10,900.
270-753-6012
3BR
2BA
Maunufactured Home
on 2.5/acres 30x40
Shop and Out-Building
$75,000 270-436-2905
3BR, 2BA with land,
Alm°, $29,900. OBO.
708-805-0107

2BR. IBA $350/month
270-753-0441
38R $295.00
753-6012
NICE 2 bedroom, no
pets. 753-9866
Apartments For Rent
1 OR 2br apts. nee
downtown
Murray
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.
1808 Monroe 3BR
duplex.duplex. C/H/A, w/d,
$500
4BR house near MSU
$700
753-0606
1BR Apartment. Clean
& Nice All appliances
including W/D No pets.
270-436-2524,
Cell 270-293-6906
1BR, price redur.reci,
various
locations.
Coleman RE 7539898.
1BR, unfurnished, near
campus, no pets, nonsmoking unit, $260 per
month. 753-5980.
2BR, 1.5BA Duplex in
Lynn Grove. 270-2934704. 270-293-6448

Nice furnished 1BR
apartment. Call 270753-3474
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD *1-800-648-6056
Very nice, large, 1B
R.
All appliances, including washer and dryer.
270-759-5885 or
270-293-7085
VICTORIAN one bedroom 5 miles from
Murray in Lynn Grove
area. Newly
remodeled. Large deck
with great view. W/D,
refrigerator.
stove.
Very quiet. All utilities
paid including electric.
$600/mo plus deposit.
270-492-8211
130
Rooms For Rent

Friday s deadlin(' is
Wednesday at 10 00 .01,
Ylk
riot priht 3p.tpo
Saturitty Vs"( 25th

route
irm

Monday s deadlim is
ThurSorty at 1 0 00 ty

Too

"
IFT
11

litri

HOUSeS For Ref)!

1

2BR, IBA, 5min North
of Murray, no pets
759-4826.

2BR, IBA, 5min North
of Murray, no pets.
759-4826.
3 & 4BR Houses
Available.
C/H/A.
Various
Locations,
Coleman RE
270-753-9898
3 bedroom 1 bath
house for rent with 8
acres located in Hazel
$675.00 a month. We
also have a 3 bedroom
2 bath house in Murray
for
$700.00.
We
require a one year
lease, one
month
deposit and no pets.
Call for further information 270-753-2905.
VERY nice 3BR with
garage. C/H/A and
appliances. Coleman
RE
r5a '1898
Storage Rentals
F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 2934183
0
rn 4 p
M-F

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
1850 St. At. 121S

Murray, KY 42071
270-753-5562
REN'IALS
N1INI-SIORXCE
720 S.4111 S1.
;wrier ill S. a. Glendale.
110X10 $25 111‘15 1411
12701 434-i-2521
12701 293-0116

Call Ashley Morri(..; or

Lots For Sale

Carrie Stepheosole. at

LO I FOR SALE BY
OWNER! Country living
near
Murray
between 2 beautiful
homes. A 3 acre lot for
$60,000 or 4.5 acre lot
for $70,000. Build your
one-story 2,000 square
feet (minimum) dream
home or a one and a
halt or story residence
of 1,500 square feet
(ground floor). The lot
is located on Oaks
Country Club Road
near the intersection of
Wiswell Road. Call
270-435-4001

270155-1916
'Ti

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U Hauls
753-9600
3m
Commerical Prop. For Rent
RETAIL Store in Hazel
+/SF
5000
$1000.00/month.
270-492-8211

pupDACHSHUND
pies, 6wks old. Male
$150. female $200
767-1252 or 227-0999.

DOG Obedience.
(270)436-2858.
FREE kittens
293-1017, 753-1159.

TOUR AD
COULD BE..
HERE FO*
0NLY $75.O0
A MONTH
CALL 7534910

BRAND new 3BR 2BA
2 Car garage, Custon
ii
Brick
home
Bnarcrest Subdivision
Floors
Hardwood
Formal dining, custom
cabinets, open flour
plan with lots of natural
light Approx. 1800 SF
Living. Call for your
private showing
270-753-2905.

Kiiig1iI
11
Itat tan coual on the
'nut experienced

puppies
Shih-Tzu
AKC, CKC, male $200270-251-0310
$300
evenings
French
SWEET
Bulldog puppy. $400
Call for more info. Cell
904-382-547:i

os Offered

01;11(X;e1Illy l

Res., Com.. At Ind
Licensed & Insuied
All jobs - big iii smtiiIl

753-9562

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

Owner:
Greg Mansfield
(270) 293-84811

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
iniormation do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

11\1
%'VA' II
MANAC1 111 \ I
• acekly & special pickups
• locally owned/operated
759-1151 • 293-2783

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters
Junk & tree work.

29.1 2784
Hamilton Granite

& Marble

A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
'':1-TREE (87331

3301'St.

We Finance
hollandmotorsales.com

lyler.Munlocl. • 243 IT:Dtsplae flours s:00330,

2006 Nissan Titan, -Ina
Crew. $12,900.
Edge
Ford
2008
Limited, 25k, $21,900.
2008 Mercury Mariner.
sun-roof, 40k, $14,495.
C&K Motors
We Trade!
www.ckmotorsky.com
270-705-5973

ningham, 131
Most Elaboril
James Hollani

Dr.
Thirty yet
About 275

crowd ever. a

Fire Departmi
mas party thin
station. The et
from Santa C
and popcorn.
Calloway
attending the

Leader Forun
were Judy Ct

Bassford, Jon
Cooper. Mary
Like. Maxine 5

Today I

By the A!
Today is 1
the 356th day
9 days left ii
Today's H
On Dec. 2
ing more that:
at the Chicagt
21 firefighter
collapse of a
On this di
In
180/
Beethoven's !
C minor, Op.
6 in F major.

Appliance
Repair.

Handyman Work

ALL-BRANDS

Odd Jobs, Repairs,
Home,Auto,
Carpentty, Light.
• Electrical, Mobile
'-Welding;Yards, &
Much More
No Job,Too Small -

ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Systems.
Dozer, back hoe, and
work.
track
hoe
Installation and repair
on septic systems.
Now offering septic
tank pumping. Major
credit cards accepted
978-0404

270-753-4461

Ott 121N.

753-8087

ADAMS Home
Improvement
Additions. Remodeling,
Roofing, Vinyl Siding.
Laminate
Floors,
Repairs, workers comp
Insured
227-2617.

Pionirc

Will Do Insurance
J1s.,

ttcs'

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES

Ward Elkins
270-753-1713

Need help

Jacob
270.978-6278

Prolding your

.H0
QYT•
TREE SERVICE
Insured Rekabie
Dependable'
Free Estimates. .
Free Stump Removal
Cell 270-293-4489
Home 270-437-3044

Business? .

- h WAir TILL.
8055 GA
:

&

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

L&M
LAWN SERVICE

Mowing, Manicuring
Landscaping &
Leaf Vacuuming
Satisfaction guarante

if .461

1

LEARN TO FLY

in Murray
Professional Flight
Instruction
•Flight Review
•Discovery Flight

be glad to help.

O'BRYAN TREE.
& DEBRIS'
• Locally,owned and operated.
• Free Estimates
• Lic & ins
270-709-1021
270-703-4005
Johhny O'Bryan

(270)873-2098
(270)925-5387
Tree
YEAHRYS
Service. Free esti
mates. Phone
436-2562. 227-0267

Ii

Call us toe will

CHASE Futrell LawnCare. 8yrs. exp.
293-6814

'

520
Services Offered

1

tiC

6" Continuous Gutters
Garage Door Sales
& Maintenance

24 HOUR SERVICE

RE_LAJI.LD. Priced for
quick sale. New energy
efficient, 3BR, 2BA 2car garage. 2.240 sq
ft. cathedral ceilings,
driveway,
concrete
large lot. No city taxes.
Lots of energy rebates.
210-3701 559-2032.

7

FUIRELLS Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal
stump grinding. firewood Insured 4892839.

Hill Electric
I9s6
Si

Pnifessionals
293-7872

Dual's home
ovement

L _270-293-5624

753-7728

SER; Real Property

ROOFING ,Licensed
and
fully
insured_
Adam's
Home
Improvement
270-227-2617
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in West Ky.
403 Tom Taylor hail
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Services Offered
309 Woodlawn 3BR
2BA,
new
decor
$77,900. 474-2520.

92 Ford Truck, 351
engine.
Windsor
$2.000 OBO. 270-8045060. 270-227-8266

rezoning the
purposes.
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Study in paradise
9/miles from campus
515 Saddle Ln. 6/acres
$500/mo
206 883-621,F

SUDOKU
Conceptis SuctoKu

'
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Houses For Rent

2BR,
IBA,
2-car
garage, large yard. partially fenced. $550 plus
security 978-7441.

Santa Savirw

0,4

I'll,(

1BR, Lease & Deposit
No Pets' 270-7530728. 270-994-3308
2BR, IBA $4257mo,
$425/dep.
293-1017, 753-1159
257 Tobacco Rd

Ten years
North Call
the Month ai
Lorna Carric(

Thursday s deadline is
Tuesday at 10 00 (Awl

753-3853

lox 10 and 10 X 20
Lights and Electricity
24/7 Surveillance
1900 N. 12th St.
Behind Murray Business Center

Murray Ledi

Vue to the holidays some
deadlines have changed

812 Whitnell Ave.

Successful employees demonstrate a strong
work ethic combined with organizational,
verbal, and written communication skills
Rudolph Tire offers a competitive compensation
and benefit package

'
,„ 7
'10071P.17

24/7 Surveillance
Climate Control
Electricity

STATE UNIVERSITY

Murray Ledger & Times
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COMICS / FEATURES
Husband's sex life appears
to involve only his remote
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Ten years ago
North Callow ay Students if
the Month are Kody Rudolph.
Lorna Carrico, Arista Manning.
Kelsey Watson. Taylor Wendt and
Katie Tindell.
Rita Burton and Bill Wells
spoke about "Recycling" at a meeting of the Murray Rotary Club
held at Pagliai's Restaurant.
Reci ntly
reported
births
include; a boy to Mr and Mrs
Bud Maness.
Eight Murray High band members win all-state recognition.'[hey
are Amanda Taylor, Michael
Swain, Janey McClain, Daniel
Runnels, Emily Runnels, Brett
Brown, Mitch Woods and .Nathan
McCoy.
Twenty years ago
The Murray City Council
approved a recommendation from
the Murray Planning Commission
to trade a 12-acre tract of city
park land to local developers.
rezoning the land for business
purposes.
The Garden Deparment of the
Murray Woman's Club selects winners of the Outdoor Lighting Contest for 1990: Best Over-All, J.II.
Churchill Funeral Home and Mr.
and Mrs. Ron McNutt, 1209 Duran
Rd. Most Unique. Murray-Calloway County Hospital; Most creative, Mr. and Mrs. Allen Cunningham, 1300 Kirkwood; and
Most Elaborate. Mr. and Mrs
James Holland. 1549 Canterbury
Dr.
Thirty years ago
About 275 children, the biggest
crowd ever, attended the Murray
Fire Department's annual Christmas party this mortng at the fire
station. The children received toys
from Santa Claus, fruits, cookies
and popcorn.
Calloway
leaders
County
attending the Purchase Atea 4-H
Leader Forum held at Paducah
were Judy Cunningham. Barbara
Bassford, Jonda Crosby. Jeanna
Cooper, Mary Kay Reese. Alice
Like. Maxine Scott and Arlie Scott.

An honorary scholarship Vas
been established by the Alumni
Association at Murray State University in the names of Mr. and
Mrs. M.C. and Hazel Drane
McCuiston of Murray, retired
teachc-is who have had long careei
in business education.
Forty years ago
Mrs. Larry (Linda) Colmoie
directed the study of the book,
Hong Kong Ditfest. at the meeting of the Acteens of the First
Baptist Chmch held at the home
of Mrs Larry Ragsdale
The group -Tombstone Fly
Way," will play for the Christmas dance for the ninth grade
through college at the Calloway
County Country Club, according
to Amy Wilson. Beth Wilson,
Georgie nna
Ferguson. Diana
Boone. Mike Ryan and Lynn
Solomon, members of the planning committee.
Fifty years ago
Thermometers registered as low
as five below zero in Murray
and Calloway County yesterday'
and night before last. It was three
below zero at 8 a.m. yesterday.
City streets remained slick from
the one inch snow fall.
Recently reported births include
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Harold

DEAR ABBY: I'm pretty sure
my husband is addicted to adult
porn mov l('s We have several
porn
1)V1). in the house
and I can tell
1 when
they
have
been
moved. He
denies he's
-"‘
watching
them, so confronting hint
again
will
only
make
him
more
angry
and
possibly push
him "underBy Abigail
ground."
Van Buren
Our sex
life,
which
used to he grand, has become
almost non-evistent. Do you have
any suggestions'? -- SUSPICIOUS
IN FLORIDA
DEAR SUSPICIOUS: Yes.
Rather than accuse your husband
of being a porn addict, start a
discussion about what has happened to your Sex Ilk. He may
need to be examined by his doctor to determine it his problem
could be physical. It that isn't the
case, then marriage counseling with
a licensed therapist nught help.
However, it doesn't seem likely to me that a man who views
only "several" adult DVDs is a
porn addict. Porn addicts are usually glued to their computers at
every as
spare moment.

Dear Abby

New officers of the Almo Junior
4-11 were Sherry Hopkins and
Janice Rick man. song leaders
Paulette Thompson and Kenneth
gameleaders. and James Hut/.
sergeant-at-arms
Sixty years ago
Billy Cole of Murray High
School \\ as the first place winner of the Home Department
Tuberculosis
Essay
Contest.
announced ti day by a committee
composed of Mrs. A.G. Outland.
Mrs. Clarence Mitchell and Mrs.
Joe Parker.
The Murray Council for Education was organized on Dec 19
w hen representatives from 3(1
church and cis ic groups met at
the courthouse.

DEAR ABBY: I ant married
for the second time and have two
lovely stepsons in their early 20s.
Recently they told me that my
sister "Gloria" (age 55i had asked
them to remove their shirts during a holiday event several years
ago. They were teenagers at the
time. She told them she wanted
to "at least look since she couldn't touch." After that, they no longer
wanted to participate in family
gatherings.
For the record. Gloria has a

Today In History
By the Assocaited Press
Today is Wednesday. Dec. 22,
the 356th day of 2010. There are
9 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Dec. 22, 1910, a fire lasting more than 26 hours broke out
at the Chicago Union Stock Yards;
21 firefighters were killed in the
collapse of a burning buildrng.
On this date:
In
1808,
Ludwig
van
Beethoven's Symphony No. 5 in
C minor, Op. 67, Symphony No.
6 in F major Op. 68. and Piano

6000
TD itiAPRESS
SANTA

DEAR ABBY: I am a woman
who is wondering what to say when
Someone calls me "sir'• on the
phone. I have heard my voice
recorded, and I don't think I sound
like a man. Still, it happens. It
makes me feel angry and mortified. What do I say? -- "MA'AM"
IN CINNAMINSON, N.J.
DEAR "MA'AM": You should
say. "For your information, I'm a
woman." That should clear up any
confusion.
Dear Abby is written by Abigail Van Buren, also known as
Jeanne Phillips, and was founded by her mother, Pauline
Phillips.

Symptoms may indicate
grand-ma! seizures
DEAR DR. GOTT: I am writing about someone I know. He
is 40 years old and has had the
following symptoms for at least
the past 10 years: fits of rage,
seizure-like
episodes
hand tremors,
neck
and
shoulder pain,
and self-confessed fainting
spells.
Two
times
following
seizures, tests
gave no indication of having had a

Dr. Gott

By
Dr. Peter Gott

seizure.

Do wyout
have any suggestions about
this may be?
DEAR READER: This individual has most of the symptoms
of grand-mal seizures. This type
of seizure is dramatic and is what
most people picture when they
hear the word "seizure." His symptoms of fits of rage, hand tremors
and neck and shoulder pain may
be related brain damage caused
by the seizures or the result of
head trauma caused by falling or
flailing around during the seizure.
Another type of seizure, known
as a frontal-lobe seizure, can cause
emotional symptoms, such as rage.
depression and euphoria.
I strongly recommend that a
neurologist see this gentleman for
a complete examination and extensive testing. The specialist will
need to know what testing he has
had in the past. whether he is on
any medication, how much alcohol he drinks, whether he uses
illicit drugs, how often the seizures
occur, when his first seizure
occurred and whether ii directly
followed anything, such as head
trauma, and more.
Your brief note doesn't say
whether he is under the care of
a neurologist. If he is, why isn't
he on medication (which I assume
is the ease, since you don't mention it) to help control the seizures?

Untreated seizure disorders can
be life-threatening, not only to
the sufferer hut to others. For
instance, if he has a seizure while
driving, he will lose control of
his car, and if others are also on
the road with him tor in the car).
they are in danger as well.
As for the normal testing. many
people with seizure disorders can
have normal MR1s, so this may
not he indicative of anything
Unless he is ignoring the condition and refusing medical treatment, there is no good reason for
him to have gone undiagnosed
and untreated for 10-plus years.
He needs to get to a doctor before
he does permanent/further damage to himself or harms those
around him
DEAR DR. GOTT: Two
things. First, do you have any
help for hair loss? Second, in
nurses training. we learned that
castor oil applied carefully on the
eyelids at night and washed oft
with baby shampoo in the morning grew beautiful. thick lashes.
A few weeks ago, I decided to
wipe extra on my dry cuticles.
and it helped.
DEAR READER: Thank you
for the tip about castor oil.
Now to your hair-loss question. If your thyroid hormones
are not within normal limits. this
may be contributing to your problem. If they are, you may he
experiencing hair loss for a number of other reasons, such as a
vitamin deficiency, genetics or a
scalp condition. If you have itching. scaling or other issues w ith
your scalp, make an appointment
with a dermatologist
There are several ty pes of shampoo purported to promote hair
growth with various B vitanuns
and/or biotin. My readers have
had success in the past with the
Tresemme line. Rogame is the other
over-the-counter product shown to
work in studies, but it can be expensive, and results reverse when the
product is discontinued. You may
wisa to try adding a B multivitamin to your diet.

Horoscope
Concerti! No. 4 in G major. Op.
58, had their world premieres in
Vienna. Austria.
In 1864. during the Civil War,
Union Gen. William T. Sherman
said in a message to President Abraham Lincoln: "I beg to present
you as a Christmas-gift the city
of Savannah."
In 1940, author Nathanael West,
37, and his wife. Eileen McKimney, 27, were killed in a car crash
in El Centro. Calif. while en route
to the funeral of F. Scott Fitzgerald. who had died the day before.

In 1944. during the World War
11 Battle of the Bulge. U.S.
Brigadier General Anthony C.
McAuliffe rejected a German
demand for surrender, writing
"Nuts!" in his official reply.
In 1968, Julie Nixon married
David Eisenhower in a private
ceremony in New York.
In 1977. three dozen people
were killed when a 250-foot-high
grain elevator at the Continental
Grain Company plant in Westwego. La.. exploded.
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history of poor impulse control
She takes medication for it and
also to control her temper. She
would verbally bait the older boy,
who would then antagonize her
until I stopped hini from playing
a battle of wits with an unarmed
person.
My relationship with my sister has always been contentious.
She used to beat me when I was
a child. She was also controlling
and tried to order everyone around.
Should I stop having family gathetings? Should I ask other relatives to police her? How do I
confront her about the many things
she has done? Or should I stop
associating with her? -- VEXED
IN VIRGINIA
DEAR VEXED: Because your
sister stems unable to distinguish
between what is and isn't appropriate behavior, have a talk with
her and tell her what you expect
from her before the next family
gathering. I see little to be gained
from a "confrontation" about what
she did in the past.
If Gloria manages not to start
trouble at the party. continue to
include her. If not, no law says
you must. It you don't, be prepared for questions about her
absence and answer them directly and honestly.
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HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
for
Thursday. Dec. 23, 2010:
This year, open up to different
ideas. You are processing and
changing right in front of others.
Some friends might not notice for
a while, while others are amazed.
Take better care of your health. If
you are single, the person you
choose today might riot be the
person you would choose in a
year. If you are attached, the two
of you will be breaking new
ground, thus adding vigor and
excitement to the relationship.
LEO zeros in.
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ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** Open your eyes to a
kid's mind-set. You will breeze
through work and play with more
spontaneity and happiness.
Should someone toss a snafu in
your path, it won't have an
impact.
TAURUS (AprIl 20-May 20)
*** You might opt to finish up
At the last
holiday detail
minute, you could take on a new
project or rush out the door. Did
you forget someone?

by Jacqueline alga:
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Finally, you have the
right words and others can hear
you Or do they? Someone quite
close could act as if he or she
hasn't heard you, but you can be
sure that you hit the bull's-eye
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Those impulses that
encourage you to go out and
spend might attack again Be
sure this is what you really want
to do Pressure from a loved one
might be oealt with.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Note a new sense of
direction when you wake. Follow
your instincts Naturally, you
seem to make an adjustment in
problem situations, eliminating
issues.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Be willing to observe. If
you feel out of sorts or hurl by
another person's comments,
consider that you could be
unusually sensitive How much
are you playing out an old
wound? A child or loved one
seeks you out.
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** Once more, pressure
mounts. How much of this feeling is coming from your own
judgments of what you need to
do? No one else is pressuring
you but you. In that context, you

can make another choice
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Be aware of an older relative and his or her expectations
Communication affects your
plans Understanding evolves
between
you and others
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
***** Stop. Take live minutes to reflect on what must be
done before Christmas, both
personally and perhaps professionally. Don't forget someone
who is often in your thoughts
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** A partner's or dear
friend's approach touches you
Let this person know how much
you appreciate his or her support
and caring. It is a good time to
stop and share on a deep level
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** You give friendship to
those you care about_ They in
return express loyalty and deep
caring. Don't fight this open
exchange between you and others You discover the true purpose of this situation
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Listen to what is being
shared between you and those
who are part of your day-to-day
life. Take time today to express
your authentic feelings. That
might be more important.
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Ornament shape
Holiday ring
Vicinity
Make helpless
Funny folks
Devour
Floral ring
Greek vowels
Locker room need
Topper
Out of style
Plow pioneer John
Small stream
Proton's place
Mexican farewell
Shows amusement
Puppy cry
Have faith in
Quarry
Plop down
Parcel out
Computer command
Plummer of film
Do origami
Christmas tree stuff
Was in debt
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Murray Police Department
- A theft report was taken at 2:43 p.m. Dec. 15, at 1532
Beckett Dr. after someone reported stolen lawn ornaments.
- A shoplifter was reported at 4:21 p.m. at 817 North
12th St. The shoplifter was described as a white female and
was running away.
- A theft report was taken at 9:44 p.m. at 1702 Ryan
Ave. after someone reported that a van parked at August
Moon was missing a license plate.
- A motor vehicle accident with an injury was reported at
3:10 a.m. Dec. 17 at 1968 Downing Rd.
- A burglary report was taken at 8 a.m. at Video Gold.
- A theft report was taken at 1:18 a.m. at Walmart.
- A motor vehicle accident with an injury was reported at
8:33 p.m. at the intersection of North 12th Street and
Arcadia Circle.
- A theft report was taken at 4:17 p.m. Dec. 18, at B & B
Auto.
- A theft report was taken at 5:29 p.m. at Walmart at 809
North 12th St.
- A hit-and-run accident was reported at 12:33 a.m. Dec
19, at Pockets. Aahka Hawks, 25, of Murray, was charged
with a DUI and no registration.
- A damaged vehicle was reported at 10:21 a.m. at 1610
Main St.
- A burglary report was taken at 12:25 p.m. Dec. 20, at
505 Poplar St.
- A theft report was taken at 12:26 p.m. at 662 North
12th St. Justin P. Rudesill, 31, of Mayfield, was charged
with theft over $500.
- A shoplifter was reported at 2:41 p.m. at Trends &
Treasures. Angelique H. Burns, 21, of Gilbertsville, was
charged with shoplifting.
- A theft report was taken at 3:26 p.m. at the police station. The caller reported that a purse was stolen at either
Discount Tobacco or Sirloin Stockade the day before.
- A theft report was taken at 9:03 p.m. at 252 Riviera
Court after someone reported stolen medication.
- A motor vehicle accident with an injury was reported at
10:19 p.m. at Express Carpet on U.S. 641 South.
Murray State University Public Safety
- An officer reported that a pedestrian had been struck
by a vehicle at 6:36 p.m. Dec. 15, at Stewart Stadium. An
ambulance responded, but the person was not transported
to the hospital.
- A caller requested to speak to an officer about a possible theft at 8:17 a.m. Dec. 17. at the Curris Center. A report
was taken for theft by unlawful taking under $500.
- A caller requested an officer concerning a theft at
Faculty Hall at 10:24 a.m. A report was taken for theft by
unlawful taking over $500.
- A caller reported a missing fire extinguisher on the
eighth floor at 8:49 a.m. Dec. 20, at the new Fine Arts
Building_ A report was taken for theft by unlawful taking
under $500.

KYSER LOUGH / Ledger & Times
CINDERELLA GIFM Susan Ruth Cunningham, left, senior sales director for Mary Kay Cosmetics,
pulls back the cover of her
new pink 2011 Cadillac CTS with help from Gaye Moore, controller's assistant at Dwain Taylor
Cadillac and Mary Kay sales
consultant. The car comes to Cunningham after her success in sales performance with Mary Kay.
It is her ninth Cadillac and
24th vehicle reward from the company. A Mary Kay fact sheet said company founder Mary Kay
Ash was said to be a believer in rewarding sales members with what she called "Cinderella gifts."
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Fire marshal urges fire
safety in cold months
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Ten people have been killed in
Kentucky in house tires since
Dec. 3. and the state fire marshal is reminding residents to
take precautions to ensure safety during the holidays and cold
months of winter.
Fire Marshal William Swope
says at the top of the list is to
have a fire escape plan and to
practice it with everyone in the
household repeatedly. Part of
the plan should including having working smoke alarms with
fresh batteries and to place the
alarms in appropriate locations.

Swope also says proper use of
heating units should also be part
of the plan.
He says smoke alarms need
to be placed on every floor, fire
escape plans need to include
two exits from every room and
portable or space heaters, as
well as fireplaces, vents, chimneys and central heating systems need to be inspected to
make sure they are in working
order. •
Information on fire safety is
available at the Division of Fire
Prevention's
website
at
http://dhbc.ky.govilp.

FREE
N.Y.judge revokes bail for
Bernie Madoff secretary
By LARRY NEUPAEISTER
Associated Press
NEW YORK (API — Bernard
Madoffs former secretary was
ordered Tuesday to surrender in
Florida by a judge who revoked
her $5 million hail, saying her
access to large amounts of
money created "a very real
potential- she could flee.
U.S. District Judge Laura
Taylor Swain rejected the arguments by lawyers for 62-yearold Annette Bongiorno that her
husband should be allowed to
post money from his bank
accounts to support a hail package.
"There is a serious risk the
defendant will not appear,"
Swain said. The judge cited
what she called an abundance of
"very strong- evidence that
there were "unrestrained assets
that pose a very real potential
for the facilitation of flight.Bongiomo was arrested last
month on conspiracy, securities
fraud and falsifying records
charges_ Authorities said she
helped Mafia cover up a multibillion-dollar Ponzi scheme that
made her wealthy as it wiped
()tit the life sayings of thousands
of clients.

Bongiorno's lawyer, Maurice
Sercarz, asked Swain to delay
the effect of her ruling to give
him time to immediately appeal
but she declined. Sercarz said
the detention order was being
appealed.
"Em disappointed,- Sercarz
said outside court. lie said he
did not know if his client would
be held at a West Palm Beach.
Ha., jail or if she would he put
on a plane and eventually
brought to New York.
"We knew this day was corning,- he said.
He said Bongiorno would not
flee.
For a long ante, Bongiorno
has known she might face prosecution and was "not just a subject but a target- of the investigation into MadolEs collapsed
financial empire. Sercarz said.
"This process has been excru
elating for her,- he said.
Bongiorno
was recently
named in a new indictment
along with another back office
worker, Joann Crupi, former
operations
chief
Daniel
Bonvemre and computer programmers Jerome O'Hara and
George Perez. The lour have
remained free on hail
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